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Turkey has a long way ahead, says EU report
Turkish Daily News -06.11. 2008
Turkey has made little progress in implementing the key political reforms
required to join the European Union, the European Commission said in a report
yesterday.
“I expect Turkey to re-energize its reform efforts. The pace of negotiations will
match the pace of reforms in Turkey,” Rehn said. He lauded Turkey for its role in
defusing conflicts in the Caucasus, where a brief war erupted between Russia
and Georgia.”
“Despite its strong political mandate, the government did not put forward a
consistent and comprehensive program of political reforms,” the report said. It
listed areas where insufficient progress toward democratic standards had been
made, which included the military, anti-corruption efforts, human rights, gender
equality and respect for minorities.
>>
Baykal: "Secularism provides democray in Turkey"
Dünya - 23.10.2008
Main opposition Republican People's Party (CHP) leader Deniz Baykal
yesterday said that secularism lies at the foundation of Turkey's democracy and
development. Speaking at a symposium at Isparta's Suleyman Demirel
University, Baykal said that the republic realized by Mustafa Kemal Ataturk and
his allies, which was meant to renew and change a society, was one of the
world's most ambitious projects. Baykal added that secularism is the reason why
Turkey's democracy and development is ahead of other Islamic countries. At the
symposium, the university also gave an honorary doctorate to British historian
Andrew Mango, who is famed for his books on Turkey and Ataturk.
>>>
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Less than white?
A growing row over claims of government corruption
The Economist - 18.09.2008
Leaders of Turkey’s ruling Justice and Development (AK) party like to boast that
their acronym means “white” or “clean” in Turkish. No longer so. A succession of
corruption allegations is sullying AK’s image of probity.
Much mud is being flung over a scandal involving a Turkish charity, Deniz Feneri
(“Lighthouse” in Turkish). On September 17th a German court convicted three
Turkish men involved in the charity of siphoning off €18.6m ($26m). The money
had been raised ostensibly to help needy Muslims, among them Palestinians,
Turkish slum-dwellers and refugees in Pakistan. Instead the court found that
some funds went to buy real estate in Turkey.
>>>
Turkey's AKP tarnished by graft case
Financial Times -

02.10.2008

A row over corruption allegations is emerging as the new frontline in political
battles between the Turkish government and its secularist opponents and could
damage the ruling Justice and Development party’s (AKP) carefully cultivated
reputation for clean politics.
Last month a German court convicted three men for siphoning €18.6m ($26m,
£14.7m) from donations raised in Germany’s Turkish community for Deniz
Feneri, a big Islamic charity. The court found some funds had been used to buy
property in Turkey.
>>>
Opposition Leader Baykal Criticizes Government
Hürriyet - 15.10.2008
Main opposition Republican People's Party (CHP) leader Deniz Baykal
yesterday urged Premier Recep Tayyip Erdogan to respond to his calls to
abolish parliamentary deputies' legal immunity. Speaking at his party's
parliamentary group meeting, Baykal accused Erdogan of ignoring deaths in
prisons, citing suspects imprisoned under the Ergenekon probe for more than a
year before facing a judge, and said democracies must take care of such issues.
>>>
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Erdoğan: We'll not bow to IMF's demands
Turkish Daily News - 27.10.2008
The prime minister yesterday opposed the calls to sign an agreement with the
International Monetary Fund, or IMF, as soon as possible.
“In the crisis period, we'll not bury the future into the darkness by bowing to the
demands of the IMF,” Recep Tayyip Erdoğan said at his ruling Justice and
Development Party's (AKP) local congress in Altındağ.
The government has been reluctant to take concrete measures or devise a
multi-billion dollar rescue package as it tries to avoid increasing the perception
of an economic crisis in the country ahead of the local elections in March 2009.
The urgent step awaited from the government is a clarification on the shape of
future relations with the IMF after the final loan agreement expired in May.
>>>
Roadmap drawn by the Constitutional Court
Milliyet - 27.10.2008
Fikret Bila
The constitutional court revealed the reasoning for its two significant decisions.
Its reasoning of the decisions on headscarf and closure case against the Justice
and Development Party, or AKP, serves as a kind of roadmap for political parties.
Through the decision that cancelled constitutional amendments on 10th and
42nd articles to liberate headscarf, the Constitutional Court drew the borders of
the Parliament's province as well.
>>>
Blogger.com censored in Turkey
Turkish Daily News - 27.10.2008
Following the censorship of YouTube, now the widely used site blogger.com has
been shut down, reported daily Radikal yesterday. The censorship decision was
made by the Diyarbakır Penal Court on Oct. 20. Together with blogger.com, the
site's extension blogspot.com is also not going to be reachable by users in
Turkey. Thousands of people who use the site blogspot.com reacted strongly to
the news of the ban.
>>>
Dali in Turkey
The Sakip Sabanci Museum in Istanbul, Turkey, standing on a magnificent site
on the Bosporus, will be running the exhibition Salvador Dalí, a Surrealist in
Istanbul, which will be on show from 20 September to 20 January 2009.
www.salvador-dali.org/en_noticies.html?ID=101
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Legal experts in Turkey slam the Ergenekon case, call it "revenge"
DHA-08.01.2009
Turkey's controversial Ergenekon case is being used as a tool to suppress the
public, the head of the Istanbul Bar, Muammer Aydin, said on Thursday. No
statement was made after the meeting of the board of the Supreme Court of
Appeals.
More than 30 people were detained in the latest wave of the controversial
Ergenekon case on Wednesday. Three retired generals, a colonel, who is on active
duty, academics, and journalists, known as fierce opponents of the government,
are among the latest detainees.
"We are concerned about the rule of law (in Turkey) as these people were detained
because of their works and sensitivity over the democratic order, constitutional
regime, secularism and integrity of the state, in a way that could be assessed as
revenge," he told a press conference.
He said no one has the right use the judiciary for political gain, adding the
detainments led to the spread of fear and suppression in the public. Aydin also
criticized the legality of the methods used in the investigations.
The board of the Supreme Court of Appeals also convened later on Thursday to
discuss the Ergenekon investigation. No statement was made after the meeting.
Armenians, Jews join CHP
Hurriyet Daily News-29.12.2008
Some Armenians and Jews joined the ranks of the Republican People’s Party, or
CHP. During a reception held at CHP’s Istanbul headquarters on the week end
5,000 new CHP members received their party badges. Among participants were
Hrant Topakian, grandson of Ottoman pasha Johannes Topakian, Raffi Hermonn
Araks, former president of the Human Rights Association and Rıfat Polikar.
Secular Turks 'facing prejudice'
BBC News-19.12.2008
A report in Turkey has highlighted "very worrying" evidence of increased
discrimination against secular Turks.
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The study, called "Being Different in Turkey", links this directly to the presence of
the religious conservative AK Party in government.
It details widespread social pressure on non-devout Muslims to attend Friday
prayers, fast during the month of Ramadan or wear a headscarf.
It was conducted by the Open Society Institute and Bosphorus University and
suggests that a government policy of making appointments to local administrations
on the basis of political and religious beliefs, rather than competence, is forcing
non-devout Turks to change their habits in order to protect their business or their
jobs.

Left unites for run on Ankara’s mayorality
Hurriyet Daily News-15.12.2008
Ankara - Murat Karayalçın, Republican People’s Party’s, or CHP, candidate for
Ankara said he learned that the other social democrat party, Democratic Left Party,
or DSP, will indirectly support him by not nominating anyone for the capital.
"This decision by the DSP is very important and historical," Karayalçın told a group
of reporters late Saturday. Karayalçın, former Ankara mayor, will run for the post
from the ranks of CHP though he was the chairman of Social Democrat People’s
Party, or SHP.
International Crisis Group says AKP loses its credibility
Milliyet-15.12.2008
The Brussels-based International Crisis Group (ICG) has indicated in its annual
report that 2009 would have a decisive impact on Turkey-the EU relations. The
group criticized the ruling Justice and Development Party (AKP) for failing to
maintain Turkey's reform process. It said that the political party had lost its
credibility both in Turkey and the world.
Baykal: It will be the most controversial election
Cumhuriyet Daily-06.12.2008
Deniz Baykal, the chairman of the Republican People's Party (CHP), said that
March 29, 2009 local elections would be the most controversial election in Turkey's
political history. Baykal said that his party applied to the Higher Board of Election
(YSK) for electoral rolls. "Voters have been up by six million, which can no way be
explained. There is a systematic mistake," he said.
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Confusion on electoral registers
Hurriyet Daily News-06.12.2008
Turkish Statistical Institute (TURKSTAT) issued a notice for the destruction of the
documents regarding the address-based census system which was the source of
the new electoral registers. The documents were destroyed after the notice. The
representatives of the political parties say with the destruction of the documents,
some errors such as "switching voters" or "casting vote in more than one point"
cannot be prevented. The deputy head of TURKSTAT stepped in to alleviate such
concerns.
Amberin Zaman: "Why do we criticize Erdoğan?"
Vatan Daily-06.12.2008
Amberin Zaman, who wrote a harsh criticism about Prime Minister Tayyip Erdogan
in the notable British magazine The Economist, answered this question. "It is quite
simple. He put aside reforms, he performed a poor management about the process
to amend the constitution, he behaves insensitive about the economy and he
gradually becomes more nationalist. Not only The Economist, all media organs
would appreciate what he would do once he regained his past performance,"
Zaman said.
EU wants change
Milliyet Daily-09.12.2008
The EU General Affairs and Foreign Relations Council has called on Turkey to step
up its reforms and change laws about political parties. Foreign ministers meeting in
Brussels also said that Turkey needed to redouble its efforts.
Approval rating of Turkish PM shows decline amid global crisis
Cumhuriyet Daily-11.12.2008
The approval of Turkish Prime Minister Tayyip Erdogan fell 19 points to 55 points
due to declining expectations amid the global economic turmoil, Cumhuriyet daily
reported on Thursday citing a recent survey conducted by Ipsos KMG showed.
Support for the ruling Justice and Development Party (AKP) also fell to 35.6
percent entering 2009, from an earlier 43.4 percent recorded at the end of 2008,
the figures in the Expectations, Choices and Likes study revealed.
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The figures indicated the first declining trend for the AKP, while revealing a slight
rise in the potential for Turkey's main opposition Republican People's Party (CHP).
CHP targets support of working class, after veiled women
Hurriyet Daily News Online-11.12.2008
Turkey's main opposition Republican People's Party (CHP) will implement a
"working class opening-out" following the recent move of party chairman Deniz
Baykal that was widely assessed as an opening-out to the country’s religious
community ahead of the local elections, Hurriyet daily reported.
Within the context of the new move, CHP will hold contacts with anti-Justice and
Development Party (AKP) members of DISK (Confederation of Revolutionary
Workers' Union), KESK (Confederation of Public Workers Trade Unions) and TurkIs (Turkish Labor Unions), Hurriyet said.
CHP will initially offer a freedom of association to leftist workers’ unions, DISK and
KESK, in the regions where they win a victory in the March 2009 local elections.
DISK head, Suleyman Celebi, responded positively to the CHP's latest move and
said the attitude of the union was obvious at this point and their cooperation would
be aligned with those more likely to win the election, the report also said.
"We see where the politics implemented by the ruling AKP leads our public. From
this perspective, it seems a consensus is needed firstly in order to bring the left
wing to the ruling power. We will give our support if this consensus is established,"
he said adding that bringing the leftist thinking to power was the sole issue for them.
PM Tayyip Erdogan loses fans abroad
Hurriyet Daily News-29.11.2008
Foreign observers, media and organizations are becoming more critical of Turkish
Prime Minister Tayyip Erdogan after praising him since he took the power in 2002.
The world's leading media organizations, including Newsweek, the Economist, and
Reuters, have been publishing articles in which they criticize Erdogan for losing his
reform enthusiasm.
"Mr Erdogan appears increasingly autocratic and out of touch. And because he
lacks any credible political opponents, either within or beyond the AKP, this is
making Turkey look stagnant and adrift—and further away from EU membership
than ever," the Economist wrote in an article in this week's issue.
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Baykal: Real threat is in minds of those wearing ties
CNNTURK-22.11.2008
Deniz Baykal, the chairman of the Republican People's Party (CHP), said his
party's problem was not the headscarf; the real problem was inside in people’s
minds, not the outside. Baykal said, "The problem is not in the minds of people
who were born in Horasan and came to Istanbul and wear a chador as a family
tradition. The threat is in the minds and brains of people who wear ties."
Speaking on CNN Türk yesterday, Baykal said the party’s new female members
who wear headscarves defended secularism, so the CHP had not deviated from its
original line.
"They wanted to join our party, I didn’t offer any proposals to them in this respect.
So it was not a political show. Would it be democratic for me not to accept them
into the party?" he said.
"There are some who once voted for the Islamist ruling party but now want to be
involved in the CHP. They should be given an equal opportunity and integrated in
society. Our party is open for all who are faithful to the secular and democratic
principles of the Turkish Republic," he said.
Noting that Turkey was actually questioning its stance toward politics and
headscarf relations over the CHP, Baykal said the party was ready to embrace
those who are reconciled with modern Turkey’s founder Mustafa Kemal Atatürk
and his principles, as well as those who don’t wear headscarves as a political
symbol.
Baykal also said a significant portion of society had begun to leave the ruling
Justice and Development Party, or AKP, and that it was a meaningful development.
The sale of daily Sabah and ATV to the Calik Group
Hurriyet Daily News 21.11.2008
The owner of daily Sabah and ATV, the Çalık Group, has been accused of
deceiving banks by misrepresenting the financial power of its subsidiary media
company Turkuvaz. "The process to cancel (Turkuvaz’s) bank credits has started
and we urge the Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency (BDDK) to take
action," said Atilla Kart, the Republican People’s Party, or CHP, Konya deputy,
during a press conference at Parliament yesterday.
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The sale of daily Sabah and ATV to the Çalık Group, the sole bidder in the tender,
created controversy. There were rumors that the government had provided loans
through state-owned banks.

Erdoğan: Economic crisis is out of question in our country at this moment
Vatan Daily-19.11.2008
Prime Minister Tayyip Erdogan spoke about the global economic crisis on his
return from Switzerland. "Such a crisis is out of question in our country at this
moment. But of course this blow or wave may have effects on us too, especially in
the first half of the next year," Erdogan said.
Erdoğan widens media ban
Milliyet-28.11.2008
Prime Ministry spokesman Akif Beki who did not renew the accreditation of seven
reporters who followed Premier Tayyip Erdogan, prevented Milliyet's
correspondent Abdullah Karakus and Vatan's correspondent Veli Toprak from
covering an event organized by the Justice and Development Party (AKP)
Women's Branches in Ankara.
Dengir Fırat Quake
Radikal Daily-08.11.2008
Dengir Mir Mehmet Firat, the deputy chairman of the ruling AKP, left the party
administration. It is claimed that Firat, who was not convincing when responding to
fictitious export allegations of the Republican People's Party (CHP) MP Kemal
Kilicdaroglu, tried to be active in party organizations in recent days and therefore,
he drew reactions of the party members. Firat said he resigned due to health
reasons. Premier Recep Tayyip Erdogan replaced Firat by Abdulkadir Aksu in the
central decision and executive board meeting of his party on Friday.
CHP's new program embraces minorities
Hurriyet Daily News-10.11.2008
ANKARA - The main opposition Republican People’s Party finalizes the draft of a
new party program. Race, religion, language, difference in origin and sect will be
considered the richness of our cultural mosaic, a condition of our pluralism and a
necessity for our democracy, reads the draft.
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CHP allies with SHP for Ankara municipality
Hurriyet Daily News-05.11.2008
The main opposition Republican People's Party, or CHP leader, Deniz Baykal
announced his party would make an official agreement with Social Democratic
People's Party, or SHP, leader Murat Karayalçın in the upcoming local elections.
Karayalçın will resign from his party and join the CHP in the days ahead, to declare
his candidacy for mayor of Ankara. "We will develop an official partnership with
Karayalçın on Ankara municipality," Baykal said following his visit to SHP
headquarters.
Opposition leaders rebuffed Erdoğan's approach as an irresponsible act
Hurriyet Daily News-05.11.2008
A statement from Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, interpreted as an
expression of sympathy for a gunman who fired on a pro-Democratic Society Party
rally in Istanbul on Monday, has caused outrage amongst opposition parties.
Opposition leaders rebuffed Erdoğan's approach as an irresponsible act. "Why
would he need you to defend him if he was willing to defend himself with a
shotgun? What is your duty? The PM wants to manage the country like a traffic
cop," the main opposition Republican People's Party, or CHP, leader, Deniz Baykal,
stated, speaking to his lawmakers.
"Neutralizing criminals is the PM's duty and he does not have the right to tell
people to leave. Erdoğan thought he could control terrorism by placating its
supporters. But now he is in a desperate situation, uttering the wrong words,"
Baykal said.
Baykal: Draft law to exculpate Lighthouse suspects
Hurriyet Daily News-05.11.08
A new draft law, targeted at bringing assets abroad back to the national economy,
will provide an opportunity for money laundering and will exculpate offenders of the
Lighthouse e.V. case in Germany, Republican People's Party, or CHP, leader,
Deniz Baykal, argued yesterday.
Arguing the draft law removes crimes of "black money," or "fictitious exports,"
Baykal said those being investigated in the Lighthouse e.V. case, would benefit.
"The draft law terminates ongoing criminal investigations which concern those
crimes. It is an unacceptable arrangement. A significant amount of Lighthouse e.V.
case offenders will be exculpated. I want our deputies to examine the issue and do
what is necessary," he stated.
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He also claimed the draft law would introduce a secret amnesty. " The draft law
means that if businesspeople with tax debts bring in money from abroad, their
debts will be cleared."
"Those who have a large tax debt will say that they are bringing in money from
abroad. They will take money out of the country and then bring that same money
back in, but claim they are bringing in money from abroad. Thus, they will clear
their controversial tax debts," Baykal said, adding if a finance minister granted an
amnesty for himself, such a draft was not surprising.
The draft law titled, "Bringing in Some Assets to the Economy," passed by the
Parliamentary Plan and Budget Committee last week, aims at bringing assets
abroad, back in to the national economy.
CHP is backing the Alevi demonstration
Hürriyet Daily News-07.11.08
A group of Alevis will stage a demonstration in Ankara on Sunday to demand rights
from the government.
The Alevis are expected to reiterate calls for the abolition of the Religious Affairs
Directorate. Alevis want the government to legalize their “cemevi” prayer houses
and to not build mosques in Alevi villages.
“We are defending the rights of all citizens to freedom, equality and peace, and
freedom from discrimination,” a statement by a group of Alevi intellectuals said.
The group that includes authors Yaşar Kemal and Adalet Ağaoğlu and pianist Fazıl
Say is expected to join the weekend demonstration.
The opposition Republican People’s Party, or CHP, and the pro-Kurdish
Democratic Society, or DTP, are also backing the Alevi demonstration. “We
emphasize once again that we support this meaningful Alevi meeting, a first in
Turkey,” it read.
The government led by the Justice and Development Party, or AKP, whose roots
are in Islam, came under fire for not listening to Alevi problems. In Turkey, the
majority of the Alevi community traditionally votes for social democrat and leftist
parties.
Janurary-Feburary-March 09
UN Security Council membership starts
Hürriyet Daily 01.01.2009
Turkey has become a member of the United Nations Security Council for the first time
since 1961. Turkey's membership starts today. The Council is expected to discuss
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developments in Gaza. Turkey will encounter tough discussions and diplomatic
maneuvers without acclimating to world's most important political organization.
National Program Finally Approved
Milliyet 01.01.2009
Turkish President Abdullah Gul approved the third National Program that covers Turkey's
commitments on the way to EU for the next four years. The draft program was made
public in August however the actual program was pending for months. The 400-page
program includes Turkey's reform pledges on several issues such as fundamental rights
and freedoms, democracy, law and minorities.
Private life is over
Cumhuriyet 01.01.2009
Despite all advances in informatics, legal gaps in Turkey made it impossible to protect
personal information and confidentiality of private life. Foreign diplomats in Ankara
describe recent "bug scandals" as "the last period of Soviet Union." Diplomats say they
make less phone calls and avoid private life information in their electronic
communication.
"AKP will go if they win less votes"
Main opposition Republican People's Party (CHP) chairman Deniz Baykal said that the
ruling Justice and Development Party (AKP) would be seen unsuccessful if it wins less
than 47 percent --AKP's votes in latest general election-- in upcoming local election. "If
they win less than 47 percent, their legitimacy would be controversial," Baykal said.
Textile bottoms out
Cumhuriyet 01.01.2009
Despite the newly-established 58 companies, 340 workplaces were closed in Istanbul.
According to the data of the Ministry of Industry & Trade, 598 textile companies were
closed in 2008 and only 195 companies were established. No companies were founded
in many cities including Adiyaman,Amasya, Ordu and Sakarya, and moreover current
companies were shut down.
Circassians also wanted broadcast
Hürriyet 06.01.2009
The Caucasian Associations Federation, which unites 56 Circassian associations
representing six million Circassians living in Turkey under its umbrella, paid a visit to
President Abdullah Gul. The federation demanded TV broadcasts in Circassian
language.
Nazım Turkish citizen again
Cumhuriyet 06.01.2009
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Turkish poet Nazim Hikmet will get his citizenship back which he lost 58 years ago.
Government spokesman and deputy premier Cemil Cicek said that a decree was opened
to signature which would grant Nazim Hikmet (who was stripped of his citizenship on July
25, 1951) his citizenship back.
Turkish opposition slams Ergenekon detainees, sends "wake up call"
Hürriyet Daily News 07.01.2009
Turkey's opposition parties slammed the Ergenekon detainments and expressed their
concerns over the course of the case, while the Republican People's Party (CHP) sent a
"wake up call" to the public about the operation.
CHP leader Deniz Baykal said Wednesday he wanted to send a "wake up call" to the
country, and called on everybody to evaluate their responsibilities in terms of protecting
the republic's principles.
Detainments continue in controversial Ergenekon operation
Hürriyet Daily News 08.01.2009
A lawyer for one of the detainees from the latest wave of the controversial Ergenekon
case, was taken into custody Thursday, Turkish news agencies reported.
More than 30 people were detained in the latest wave of the controversial Ergenekon
case on Wednesday. Three retired generals, a colonel, who is on active duty, academics,
and journalists, known as fierce opponents of the government, are among the latest
detainees.
One of top nine in academy awards
Hürriyet 12.01.2009
Nuri Bilge Ceylan, best director award winner in Cannes with "Uc Maymun" (Three
Monkeys), pushes for another award in the Oscar ceremony. "Three Monkeys"
succeeded to be one of the top nine films to compete for the best foreign film Oscar at
the 81st Academy Award ceremony. The first five will be announced on Jan. 22.
Producer Zeynep Ozbatur said, "It is very important to come to this level. We are very
happy."
"What happened in three days?"
Cumhuriyet 14.01.2009
Main opposition Republican People's Party (CHP) Chairman Deniz Baykal talked about
the Chief of General Staff Gen. Ilker Basbug's meeting with Prime Minister Tayyip
Erdogan during the recent wave of custodies in the Ergenekon probe. "Three generals
and the former head of the Higher Education Board were released three days after that
meeting. We saw that the incident was stopped without gearing up," he said. Baykal also
said that the Ergenekon probe lost its plausibility and legitimacy once again.
Erdogan calls for media boycott again
Milliyet- 28.01.2009
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Prime Minister Tayyip Erdogan repeated his call to "boycott media", saying, "Do not buy
those newspapers." Erdogan said media twisted the facts about his remarks regarding
Gaza and his talks in Brussels. "Truth is not what they wrote. In my meetings in Brussels,
they told me (you have imposed a ban on press). No, I have not. But I have used civilian
initiative. Let's boycott the media that covers false stories," Erdogan told his party
meeting.
Prime Minister Tayyip Erdogan has taken a higher tone against the United States and the
European Union as he continued criticism regarding Gaza.
"I wonder, when did those countries, especially the United States and almost all of the
European countries --who rushed into the conflict in Georgia-- step up in the Gaza
issue?" he said. "They were involved after the tanks entered Gaza," he added.
Erdogan's Davos Outburst Is Nothing New
Asli Aydintasbas, Forbes.com - 01.30.09
Those who watched the Turkish Prime Minister Tayyip Erdogan storm out of a Davos
panel on Thursday after a loud exchange with Israeli President Shimon Peres may have
witnessed one of the biggest diplomatic brawls of their lifetime.
One Turkish diplomat said, "Not since Nikita Khrushchev's banging of his shoe at the
United Nations [1960] have I seen anything like this on the world stage," referring to the
Soviet leader's outrage during a U.N. discussion.
But for us Turks, watching Erdogan "lose it" at the World Economic Forum's meeting in
Davos, Switzerland, was nothing new. It was, rather, an Erdogan classic--charismatic yet
boorish; ardent but intimidating.
The combustion occurred when the moderator of the session on the Middle East, The
Washington Post's David Ignatius, refused to allow Erdogan more time to rebut Peres'
passionate defense of Israel's recent Gaza offensive. "President Peres, you are old, and
your voice is loud out of a guilty conscience, " Erdogan said, red-faced and turning angrily
to Peres, "When it comes to killing, you know very well how to kill. I know well how you hit
and kill children on beaches." He then finished his remarks and left the podium, saying,
"Davos is over for me."
Temper Tantrums
Economist- 5 .02. 2009
WAS it premeditated? Or did Turkey’s prime minister, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, lose
control? Mr Erdogan’s walkout from a debate with Israel’s president, Shimon Peres, in
Davos has made him the most talked about Turkish leader since Kemal Ataturk. His
audience of financiers and policy wonks was stunned. But Muslims worldwide cheered as
Mr Erdogan scolded Mr Peres over Israel’s war in Gaza. “When it comes to killing, you
know very well how to kill. I know well how you hit and kill children on beaches,”
thundered a crimson-faced Mr Erdogan.
Baykal offers solution package to government
Hürriyet Daily News- 25.02.2009
The main opposition party leader Deniz Baykal has come up with proposals to combat
the global financial crisis, responding to calls by Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan
who asked for the main opposition’s proposals in this respect.
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In his address to the Republican People’s Party parliamentary group meeting yesterday,
Baykal proposed a seven- item solution package.
Turkey enters the list of top 10 holiday hot spots
Hürriyet Daily News- 24 February 2009
Three of Turkey's popular holiday spots gain international acclaim, as they are added to a
list of the best. According to a survey conducted by Thomson, one of England’s
prominent travel agencies, Marmaris, _çmeler and Didim are among the world’s best
holiday places.
Three towns in Turkey were named among the 10 best holiday spots in Europe.
According to a survey conducted by Thomson, one of England’s most prominent travel
agencies, Marmaris ranked third, _çmeler sixth and Didim seventh among the best
holiday destinations in the world.
Kılıçdaroglu’s dossiers on Istanbul
Hürriyet Daily News- 28.02.2009
Something unexpected has happened and Istanbul Mayor Kadir Topbas, whom we know
him as a cool gentleman, has also surrendered to vulgar polemics in local election
campaigns. He likened the Republican People’s Party, or CHP, Istanbul mayoral
candidate, Kemal Kılıçdaroglu, to an empty tin box that makes too much noise.
CHP: PM ignores crisis
Hürriyet Daily News- 28.02.2009
Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan is focused on the local elections ignoring the social
impacts of the economic crisis, according to Republican People’s Party (CHP)
spokesperson. "Mr. Erdogan is attacking the CHP and the media instead of dealing with
the crisis," Mustafa Özyürek told reporters at a press conference Friday.
Local actors to step in for Turkey’s EU journey
Hürriyet Daily News- 5.03.2009
A new project aims at bringing local actors into the picture for Turkey’s European Union
accession bid that has largely remained under the government’s monopoly so far.
Another goal is to make sure the general public is aware of what full membership would
mean for Turkey.
‘New spring’ on Turkish-EU ties
Hürriyet Daily News- 9 March 2009
Joost Lagendijk, co-chairman of the Turkey-EU Joint Parliamentary Committee, said
Saturday that Turkey's ruling and opposition party leaders' recent visits to Brussels were
perceived by many in the European Union as "the first step of a new spring" in Turkey-EU
relations.
CHP office adds voice to Brussels: Bureau chief
As Europeans barely understand what is happening in Turkey where the political agenda
changes on a daily basis, Turkey’s main opposition party's representative to the EU says
the CHP presence in Brussels will contribute to pluralism in Europe and to better
understand Turkey.
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The main opposition party's initiative to establish an office in the heart of the European
Union and create a direct dialogue channel has received a rousing welcome from
Europeans, said the party's bureau chief in Brussels.
Baykal urges people to bring ruling AK Party to account in coming local elections
Dünya- 18 March 2009
Addressing a crowd of thousands at a rally in the central Anatolian province of Nigde
ahead of the March 29 local elections, main opposition Republican People's Party (CHP)
leader Deniz Baykal continued to criticize Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan for his
campaign rhetoric, saying that instead of focusing on conflict, the premier should focus
on the real problems of ordinary people. Stating that seven years of Justice and
Development Party (AK Party) rule has been enough, Baykal said, "In democratic
regimes, governments sometimes make mistake. But if people continue to support
governments which are at fault, then democracy suffers greatly.
Turkey freezes Dogan Yayin assets
Axel Springer, Financial Times 19.03.2009
Turkey’s tax authorities have frozen assets of Dogan Yayin Holdings, it emerged on
Wednesday, after it imposed a TL826m ($480m) tax fine on the country’s biggest media
group. Dogan Yayin, which owns television channels and some of Turkey’s top-selling
newspapers, is appealing the fine, which relates to profits from the sale over two years
ago of a 25 per cent stake in Dogan TV to the German publisher
EU talks thrown into limbo due to elections
Hürriyet- 21.03.2009
ANKARA – To fulfill the opening benchmarks of the Social Policy chapter, Turkey needs
to make three legal amendments. One of the amendments needed to achieve European
standards would require reducing the threshold for workers’ right to organize to 30
percent of personnel.
February budget deficit reaches 7.39 bln liras
Hürriyet Daily News- 21.03.2009
Turkey ran a budget deficit of 7.39 billion Turkish Liras ($4.31 billion) in February, the
Finance
Ministry said Friday, compared with a surplus of 1.021 billion liras a year earlier.
The big jump in the budget deficit is the latest in a series of macroeconomic indicators
showing a steep deterioration in Turkey's economy during the credit crisis.
The rise of “Gandhi”
Hürriyet – 30.03.2009
Kemal Kilicdaroglu, main opposition Republican People's Party's (CHP)
candidate for Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality, increased his party's votes to record-high
in
Istanbul.
CHP had won 28.42 percent of votes for Sefa Sirmen in Istanbul in 2004 local elections.
But this year there was a ballot boom for CHP in Istanbul. According to unofficial results,
Kilicdaroglu got 38.3 percent of votes.
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Voters warning to AK Party
Vatan – 30.03.2009
The ruling Justice and Development (AK) Party has lost votes for the first time since it
came to
political power in the general elections on November 3, 2002. Its votes reduced 8 points
to 39.3 when compared to results of the general elections in 2007. Number of
municipalities ruled by the AK Party decreased from 58 to 43. The AK Party also lost
metropolitan municipalities of southern provinces of Antalya and Adana. Warning
message emerges from ballot box
Cumhuriyet- 30.03.2009
AK Party which received 47 percent of the votes in 2007 started to decline due to its
failure in the economy, corruption allegations and its aggressive policies. According to
results of Provincial General Assembly election, which is seen as data indicative of
general elections, Republican People's Party (CHP) raised its votes from 20 to 22.8
percent. Nationalist Movement Party (MHP) raised its votes from 14 percent to 16
percent, and Felicity Party (SP) raised its votes from 2.34 to 5.3 percent. Democratic
Society Party (DTP) maintained its rate of votes.
July - August 2009
Ankara – 13 July 2009. In the extraordinary meeting of the CHP’s parliamentary
group at the İsmail Cem Auditorium (CHP Headquarters), President of the party, Mr
Deniz Baykal launched an appeal to re-energise Turkey’s EU process More
constitutional amendments can be envisaged to enhance the exclusively civil
nature of the Turkish democracy. He underlined that the government’s approach
should generate credibility and confidence in the eyes of the Turkish public and
avoid short-sighted political moves and partial legislative manoeuvrings. Baykal
emphasised the need for a comprehensive democratic reform package including:
1.

Explicit interdiction of all forms tutorship, military or governmental, on the
Turkish democracy (several articles of the Constitution, political parties law and
the penal code are concerned)

2.

Abolishment of the parliamentary immunities without limiting the right of
expression of political opinion.

3.

Independence of the Judges and Prosecutors High Board, without political
intervention (Justice minister as Chairperson and the undersecretary of the justice
ministry as member is a practice in contradiction with the European standards)

4.

Limitation of the military courts’ competences in accordance with the
Constitution and the European practices (All forms of military intervention in the
political governance is a crime under the Turkish penal code and it is under civil
jurisdiction. CHP defends the authority of the military courts exclusively for the
military service and profession related cases)
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5.

Independent fiscal authority without governmental custody. (Manipulation of the
tax administration for political pressure and undemocratic struggles against media
and the business community is a non-military form of totalitarian political
behaviour).

6.

A transparent implementation of the EU reforms in explaining to the public their
real contribution to Turkey’s social and economic life.

Shall we try only the coup plotters?
Yusuf Kanlı, Turkish Daily News - 06.07.2009
The suggestion of the main opposition Republican People’s Party, or CHP, for the
annulment of the Provisional Article 15 of the 1982 Constitution providing an efficient
judicial immunity for the leaders of the 1980 coup, as well as members of the government
and the Consultative Assembly that served during the coup period would perhaps serve
no meaningful purpose if the ruling Justice and Development Party, or the AKP,
parliamentary majority help to legislate it. Kenan Evren and his "comrades in coup" could
not be brought in front of court even if the Provisional Article 15 was annulled.
First of all, bringing in front of justice a group of geriatric retired generals and the
collaborators who are all in their 90s and many of them long dead, will not be possible
because of their advanced age. Secondly, their crime was pardoned with the Provisional
Article 15 in a plebiscite on the Constitution in 1982 and thus under the principle that
constitutional articles and laws cannot be applied retrospectively, they will continue
benefitting from the 1982 special constitutional amnesty they declared for themselves
and approved by the nation.
Thus, annulment of Provisional Article 15 will not produce any result in that sense.
However, getting rid of that article will have a symbolic meaning. If the article was
annulled, that will be a declaration by the civilian parliament that those who staged coups
or planning to stage coups in the future can pay a price for the crime they committed or
might commit.
Indeed, if not tainted with a revanchist campaign against political opponents, secularists,
Kemalists and patriots all rejecting categorically an Islamist drift in the country at the
expense of secular and democratic republic adhering to the principle of supremacy of
justice, the Ergenekon probe and the judicial case could serve as well as a "deterrent"
against future coup attempts in the country. The prosecutors will soon submit to the court
the third glossy indictment and perhaps increase the number of defendants within the
case to around 200 or more. I am afraid the fourth, fifth and perhaps the tenth or further
indictments will come in the months and years ahead and the number of people accused
will exceed thousands while the number of pages of the indictments will reach several
hundred thousand. Ergenekon probe is not only diluted with this wholesome "get all the
opponents in" approach, but it has lost all its meaning as no one expects anything
reasonable or meaningful come out of it one day. However, Turkey should not have
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missed this chance or wasted it in a revanchist campaign and must have been able to
demonstrate that there is a resolved community, government and an opposition rejecting
outright an intervention in politics at any cost. That would have been a great contribution
to the advancement of democracy in this country.
Justice please!
However, the "à la carte" and self-catering democrats and liberals of this country have
wasted precious opportunities of marching towards the democracy and human rights
level of the European club of democracies by burying themselves in those revanchist
struggles and attempting to create a justice and internal security system serving to their
interest.
Is it not a fact that in today’s Turkey no charge could be brought against a senior member
of the AKP or the Fethullah Gülen brotherhood or even if a charge could be made no
force can take that prominent AKP or Gülen figure to a court?
Yes, all those involved in coups or caught in preparation of a coup must be brought to
justice. Coup must be severely criminalized. But, at the same time we have to bring to
justice those who have been torturing people during interrogations, at detention places,
prisons or violating individual rights and freedoms or killing people in the back just
because they did not heed to an order to stop. Yes, besides coup plotters, I want to see
people who siphoned charity money donated by Turks abroad. Yes, I want the over 70year-old Islamist writer who sexually assaulted an 14-year-old girl be adequately
punished. Yes, I want the prime minister give an account how he established his wealth,
how he managed to buy a ship to his son. Yes, I want to see a top AKP official who
alleged (indeed documented) to have received a one million dollars bribe to help change
the land development status of a lot.
Is it wrong to expect doctors, nurses and the health minister give an account in front of a
judge for the death of 49 newborn babies at an Ankara hospital last year?
Shall we try only the coup plotters?
Democracy is at risk, says Baykal
Hürriyet - 03.07.2009
ANKARA - CHP leader Deniz Baykal says the incidents at the critical National Security
Council meeting are not part of the path to democracy. He says the AKP is trying to
create its own 'deep state' and its coup rhetoric only conceals the AKP’s own ongoing
civilian coup
Turkey’s main opposition leader, Deniz Baykal, has described Tuesday's critical National
Security Council, or MGK, meeting as "a scary move."
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"That night, with deep concern we all watched dramatic scenes of a tense atmosphere
and bore witness to the conflict between institutions. These incidents are not steps taken
on the path to democracy," said the Republican People’s Party, or CHP, leader Baykal,
speaking to daily Akşam on Friday.
The National Security Council, or MGK, convened Tuesday amid growing tension
between the Prime Ministry and the General Staff over an alleged military plan to
dismantle the Justice and Development Party, or AKP, government and moves in
Parliament to allow civilian courts to prosecute military personnel. Chief of General Staff
Gen. İlker Başbuğ earlier described the document as a psychological smear campaign
against the military, saying that he would bring the document in question onto the MGK’s
agenda. Navy Col. Dursun Çiçek, who is alleged to have prepared the document, was
arrested as part of the controversial Ergenekon investigation as the MGK meeting
continued. After the MGK gathering, which lasted an unprecedented eight hours,
President Abdullah Gül held a 90-minute meeting with Başbuğ and Erdoğan, with no
statement released afterward.
’Coup rhetoric mask for AKP’
"There is a big struggle between the state institutions. They are conflicting with each
other. These are not the struggles that are required to strengthen democracy and the rule
of law. Rather, this is an attempt by a political majority to impose their own hegemony by
violating the essence of democracy and law," Baykal said. "It is also an attempt to
impose this hegemony on the media, the business world, the judiciary and now the
Turkish Armed Forces, or TSK."
Turkey is undergoing a harsh and stressful period and there is a chaotic Turkey ahead
for its people, according to Baykal. "Today, what is happening is not a result of a
democratic period. The AKP is trying to create it’s own ’deep state.’ The coup rhetoric
serves to conceal the AKP’s its own civilian coup."
Baykal also reiteriated that the statement made after the MGK meeting was
unsatisfactory.
"Nothing was said, nothing was explained. I have examined the text; I don’t know what to
say. In the statement, there is an expression: ’Attacks leveled at the institutions’ have no
use. It doesn’t even say ’it is dangerous’ and the MGK doesn’t take a stance against the
developments."
"If I were prime minister, I wouldn’t let all this happen. I would both protect the institutions
and weed out those on the wrong track."
Turkey’s ghosts come back to haunt
Semih İdiz, Milliyet – 03.07.2009
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Turkey’s top general, Chief of General Staff İlker Başbuğ, may have declared the
document in which an plot against the government is allegedly spelled out a "fake."
He may have rested this claim - made during a press conference at which he was
flanked by 36 top generals - on the findings of military prosecutors, going on to belittle
the alleged document as just a "piece of paper." But neither Prime Minister Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan, nor his ruling Justice and Development Party, or AKP, appear intent on letting
the matter rest, even though the original version of the alleged document has never been
found since its contents were published by daily Taraf.
That leaves the whole acrimonious debate centered on a photocopy purportedly carrying
the signature of a certain Col. Dursun Çiçek from GHQ.
Meanwhile, AKP officials have filed a formal complaint about the alleged document, and
Prime Minister Erdoğan, speaking a day after Gen. Başbuğ’s press conference, has
backed this move.
Although the inquiry by the military prosecutor may have been concluded, Erdoğan said
the civilian judiciary would be conducting its own investigation now, a clear position of
defiance given that past rulings by the military judiciary have rarely been questioned in
this manner. The debate surrounding this document/piece of paper is not the only
indication, however, of the cat-and-mouse game going on between the military and the
AKP, a game that is progressively leading to more tension between the two sides and
their supporters.
A pair of developments in this respect happened just as the National Security Council, or
MGK, was due to meet in order to discuss the document/piece of paper as one of its
main agenda items.
In the first of these, the Parliament - in which the AKP has an overbearing presence passed legislation that will enable military personnel to be tried in civilian courts, rather
than military ones, during peacetime. In addition, the same legislation ensures that
civilians will not be tried by military courts.
The government argues that this move is aimed at meeting EU criteria.
But critics point to the timing of this legislation and said that while the EU demands less
military intervention in politics, it has no criteria concerning military courts - though many
European countries have such courts - other than that these courts subscribe to relevant
European conventions.
It is inevitable, therefore, that this move should have been interpreted within the context
of the struggle between the military and the AKP, rather than as an attempt to harmonize
with EU legislation.
Confusing steps
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The other significant development, as the MGK was preparing to deliberate the latest
developments, was the surprise arrest of Col. Dursun Çiçek as a suspect in the
"Ergenekon terrorist organization case," as AKP supporters have come to see it. The
prosecutor in that case alleges a plot to overthrow the AKP government by means of
violent acts aimed at destabilizing society, making a military intervention inevitable.
What was interesting in the case of Col. Çiçek was that he was invited in by the civilian
prosecutor of the Ergenekon case to answer some questions, whereupon he was
unexpectedly arrested and put in prison as a suspect. What confused the matter further
was that he was released by another court less than 24 hours later, even though the
case initiated against him will continue.
An addendum to all this is the fact that the government is now trying to change the
constitution in a manner that could allow the perpetrators of the 1980 coup, including
Gen. Kenan Evren, who went on to become president, to be tried. It seems the
opposition Republican People’s Party, or CHP, may not be totally averse to this, seeing
as it was at the head of the list of parties that suffered in 1980.
Not to anyone’s surprise, these developments have further split Turkish society - which is
already divided along a host of fault lines - and have led to mounting anger on all sides. It
is clear that old ghosts in Turkey’s closet are coming out to haunt the country in a way
that has the potential to cause serious political instability.
It is obviously a good thing that the Turkish military’s role in a modern society is being
increasingly defined as a result of these developments. All the indications are that its
political influence is being whittled away in a serious and unprecedented manner.
But there are aspects to how this is being done that lead one to question just how sincere
the government and its supporters in the judiciary are - and it is difficult, given recent
developments, to argue that the judiciary is impartial.Using the notion of "EU criteria" in
this way, while doing hardly anything in terms of the reforms that must be enacted in
order to move Turkey’s membership talks along, does appear less than sincere.
What is also worrying is that simply because the government is hitting at the military in
this way, some European officials and media organs that are looking at the matter
superficially appear pleased over all of this. Because of this, they are suspending their
judgment and refusing to ask some questions they should be asking.
At any rate, signs are emerging that even the government is now concerned about where
all of this may lead. It has agreed to a commission that will take up all these matters and
ensure that the tensions between vital organs of the state do not increase further. The
coming days and weeks will show whether or not this is possible.
De-reform
Yusuf Kanlı, Hürriyet Daily News - 14 July 2009
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It will take some time before the Constitutional Court will make a decision on the
application by the main-opposition Republican People’s Party, or CHP, for the annulment
of the contentious legislation restricting the powers of military courts and allowing military
officers to be tried in civilian courts. The CHP also demanded a delay in the application of
the law until the court hands down a final verdict. Will the court halt the application of the
contentious law? Even that decision will take some time.
The contentious law has two elements. The stipulation in the new law that prohibits
civilians being prosecuted before military tribunals, irrespective of the nature of the crime
they are accused of, is by and large supported by almost everyone. That was why all
parties in Parliament agreed to support the legislation. The second element, which was
not agreed by parties beforehand, and which came as a request to improve the language
of an article, but in essence introduced a radical reform in the Turkish judicial system,
came as a midnight operation and because of parliamentary procedures could not be
even debated. Were the opposition parties opposed to the reform introduced with the
“language improvement”? Indeed they were not.
In fact, as the new reform came as a midnight ambush at a time when the country was
debating the authenticity of a photocopied “military plan” allegedly aimed at stopping the
AKP and the Islamist Fethullah Gülen brotherhood organization; at a time when the top
general was complaining about an “asymmetric psychological campaign” against the
Turkish Armed Forces; and as the trauma created by the almost two-year-old so-called
Ergenekon probe and judicial case in which many opponents of the ruling party were
netted and placed behind bars on the assumption they were plotting to trigger a military
coup and overthrow the AKP government, rather than focusing on what the text of the
new reform contained, the distrust toward the AKP’s intentions and the tarnished
confidence of both the police intelligence, supposedly infested by the Gülen organization,
and the civilian judiciary were instrumental in the latest flare-up.
Thus, the CHP countered the accusations that it was trying to maintain the
“military custody” on Turkish democracy by calling for further radical reforms to
make judiciary “fully independent” by revamping the structure of the Judges and
Prosecutors High Board, or HSYK, lifting political immunity and providing
autonomy to the revenue administration.
Indeed, how can Turkey have independent judiciary while the appointment and
promotion, as well as the disciplining, of judges and prosecutors, is decided by a board
where the chairman is the justice minister and includes the undersecretary of the Justice
Ministry? Or, how can there be any discussion of justice in a country where
parliamentarians enjoy almost unlimited judicial immunity and getting elected to
Parliament has become tantamount to escaping justice? Practices of the revenue
administration manipulated by the civilian government require no further comment.
AKP preparing a new package
The CHP proposal, or challenge, was a rather important one, but as expected, was flatly
rejected by the AKP government with a counter proposal that if legislated might further
compromise judicial independence. According to the ongoing efforts by an AKP group
headed by Deputy Prime Minister Cemil Çiçek, the government may soon suggest
making an amendment in the law on the procedures of trials in military courts and bring
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an end to the presence of officers in those courts. The description of “military crime” will
be “narrowed” and force commanders and the chief of general staff will be provided with
“judicial assurances,” such as the top commander could only be tried with the permission
of the president, and force commanders could only be tried with permission from the top
commander.
So far so good. But there is more to it. The AKP is also planning to suggest revamping
the structure of the HSYK, in addition, the justice minister and his undersecretary
remaining as members of the board, Parliament, the government and the presidency will
be given the power to elect some members of the board. No word about lifting political
immunities. No word about reforming and providing autonomy to the revenue
administration.
Will such an effort by the AKP be considered as reform or de-reform?

Antalya welcomes Orthodox church request
Hürriyet Daily News - 15 July 2009
A recent request from Russian Orthodox Patriarch Kirill that the Mediterranean city of
Antalya must have an Orthodox church has received support from local politicians and
tourism investors.
Kirill noted during his visit to Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan last week that
Antalya, which hosts millions of Russian tourists every year and also has residents of
Russian origin, does not have an Orthodox church.
Antalya Metropolitan Mayor Mustafa Akaydın of the Republican People’s Party
(CHP) said he was supportive of the idea. “Nearly 500,000 square meters of land where
a weaving factory used to be located has been allocated to our municipality by the
Privatization Board,” he said “This area can be used to build temples for the three
religions, including an Orthodox church and a cemevi for our Alevi citizens.”
Evelina Baysal, a 26-year-old model who lives in Antalya, said she was excited to hear
about Kirill’s request. “There are many Russian citizens residing in Antalya,” she said. “It
would be great to have a church here. We do not have a place to practice our
beliefs.”Baysal said that Orthodox couples who meet in Antalya and decide to marry face
a major problem in organizing a church wedding.
Antalya Culture and Tourism Director İbrahim Acar said Antalya needs an Orthodox
church. “Over 2 million Russian tourists visited Antalya last year, and 774,000 have come
so far this year,” he said. “The people do not bring only their bodies; they bring their
souls, too. Their spiritual needs should also be met.”
Sururi Çorabatur, chairman of the Mediterranean Hoteliers Association, noted that the
"The Faith Garden,” which has a mosque, a synagogue and a church, served the needs
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of the tourists. “People who believe in any kind of religion have the chance to practice
their beliefs,” he said. “If Orthodox people have such a request, it might be met.” (…)
Main opposition party slams government's crisis policy
Hurriyet Daily News - August 2009
Turkey is one of the countries most affected by the economic crisis, but the government
is turning a blind eye to its repercussions, said opposition Republican People’s Party, or
CHP, parliamentary group deputy leader Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu.
Speaking after a meeting with Turkish Public Worker’s Labor Union, or Kamu-Sen,
Chairman Bircan Akyıldız, Kılıçdaroğlu criticized the ruling Justice and Development
Party, or AKP, and said: “Sixty thousand women are in line waiting to sell their bodies in
order to make a living. This is the AKP.”
Kılıçdaroğlu said income discrepancy was becoming a serious social problem as some
people close to the government exploit the crisis to become richer.
“Unemployment is increasing. Workers, farmers and pensioners are in dire straits,” he
said.
Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan lives in luxury while the people suffer, added
Kılıçdaroğlu.
Kamu-Sen chief Akyıldız asked for CHP support for collective bargaining and strike rights
for public servants, a demand he said the union was tired of voicing.
The union leader said the group had no intention of making excessive demands from the
government during the wage negotiations starting next week, adding: “Neither do we
have any intention of shouldering all the costs of the crisis.”
Turkey woos Russia as EU hopes dim
By Thmas Seibert
August 2009
As the EU shows little interest in taking Turkey on board as a new member in the near
future, Russia has emerged as a powerful new partner for Ankara, providing energy and
trade deals and sending a growing number of holidaymakers to Turkey’s sunny coasts.
The ever closer relations between Ankara and Moscow is a sign of weakened ties
between Turkey and the EU, Nihat Ali Ozcan, an analyst at the Economic Policy
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Research Foundation, or Tepav, an Ankara-based think tank, said yesterday. “If things
were better with the EU, Turkey would be part of the European approach. But because it
is outside that approach, it plays more locally.” Nowhere is that trend more visible than in
energy policy. ..
Between Fact And Fantasy:
Turkey’s Ergenekon Investigation
By Gareth H. Jenkins
Central Asia-Caucasus Institute & Silk Road Studies Program
Johns Hopkins University-SAIS
Executive Summary
The lack of trust in the judiciary’s independence and Turkey’s polarized political climate,
however, made the investigation’s task delicate. From the outset, views of the
investigation seemed to divide roughly into the categories described above: AKP
supporters viewed it as the “cleaning of the century,” and urged prosecutors to leave no
stone unturned; while the
government’s detractors feared a politically motivated witch hunt of opponents of the AKP
and, more broadly, the Islamic conservative camp. Much therefore rested on the
prosecutors’ conduct – their following of due process, their respect for the rule of law, and
their efforts to provide an evidence-based investigation. Two years since its inception, the
Ergenekon case has mushroomed beyond all expectations. In over a dozen
predominantly pre-dawn raids, hundreds of suspects have been detained and/or
questioned, and almost two hundred have been charged. Prosecutors have so far
produced two indictments running a total of several thousand pages, and both a third and
a fourth indictment are rumored to follow in coming months. But far from convincing its
critics, the Ergenekon investigation has become ever more controversial. On the one
hand, it has clearly uncovered information on wrongdoing on the part of some of the
accused, and certainly on the prevalence of democratically questionable views among a
section of the Turkish elite. But that said, the prosecution appears to have failed to live up
to the high judicial standards that Turkey’s population were entitled to expect, leading to
serious doubts concerning the investigation’s conduct, and ultimately, its motives.
Several factors have fed these concerns. Firstly, every pre-dawn raid appeared to net an
increasingly unlikely batch of suspects. Gradually, a pattern emerged whereby
prosecutors could show little or no evidence of any wrongdoing on the part of a
substantial proportion of the suspects, many of whom appeared to have nothing in
common except their political opposition to the AKP in particular and to Islamic
conservatism in general. Secondly, as
the investigation dragged on, concerns mounted regarding the length of time suspects
spent in detention without being formally charged with any crime. Third, it gradually
became clear that the case not only made claims that defied reason – such as implicating
the supposed Ergenekon organization in every act of political violence in Turkey’s
modern history – but also that the investigation included deep inconsistencies and
internal contradictions. Fourth, the systematic leaking of evidence from the investigation
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to the pro-AKP press, which appeared to serve the purpose of intimidating the opposition,
had by mid-2008 become a serious concern that compromised the integrity of the
investigation. In sum, at the time of writing, the Ergenekon investigation has led to a
climate of fear spreading in the ranks of the substantial section of the Turkish population
that is opposed to the AKP government and to Islamic conservatism. In turn, the growing
controversies surrounding the Ergenekon case are making it increasingly likely that it will
form a missed opportunity for Turkey to effectuate the cleansing and healing process that
is so necessary for the country to move forward in its democratization process. Indeed, if
this opportunity is squandered, that would make the likelihood of any future reckoning
with the crimes of the past ever more remote.
: http://www.silkroadstudies.org/new/docs/silkroadpapers/0908Ergenekon.pdf
Where things will come to
By Fikret Bila
Milliyet – August 2009

Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and the pro-Kurdish Democratic Society Party, or
DTP, leader Ahmet Türk met the other day. They conveyed messages through symbols
in this first-ever meeting.
…

CHP and MHP are not the addressees
Prime Minister Erdoğan and Interior Minister Beşir Atalay first considered journalists as
the main actors, and then the DTP. They announced to meet with other political parties,
and then non-governmental organizations later on.
Erdoğan has no intention of treating the Republican People’s Party, or CHP, leader Deniz
Baykal and the Nationalist Movement Party, or MHP, leader Devlet Bahçeli as the main
actors involved in the process. But the prime minister, preparing a solution package and
pointing his finger to Parliament as the place to settle this issue, should’ve considered the
CHP and MHP leaders as the key parties involved in the solution process.
Where things will come to
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With the Erdoğan-Türk meeting, a negotiation period has been given a start in a sense.
Since the common objective is to stop terror and blood-shed, to make the PKK lay down
arms, and since there are two sides, there will be some conditions set to fulfill the
objective. The PKK will lay down arms and will come down from the mountain, the PKK
leaders will be sent to a third country safe and sound, as members of the organization
return to a regular life…
We have taken critical steps in the European Union accession process. From the
abolishment of capital punishment to allowing the Kurdish language, from 24-hour
Kurdish broadcasts on TRT-6 to prospective Kurdish institutions, we have opened
numerous packages along the way. However, they are not enough to bring the PKK
down from the mountain and to lay down arms.
Now, the DTP introduces some new conditions, some of them are:
1- Self-government right in the Southeast,
2- Constitutional guarantee for the Kurdish identity and culture,
3- Allowing Kurdish language in education,
4- A general amnesty, including Öcalan, and allowing his involvement in politics.
The course of this process is up to the government’s response to the Kurdish demands…
This is, in fact, where things will come to.
We will face the reality soon.

What's in a name?
By Yusuf Kanlı – Hurriyet Daily News
August 2009
We now have a name for the new “opening” by the ruling Justice and Development Party,
or AKP, government. It is not a “Kurdish opening” or a “democratic opening,” as was
earlier suggested, but a “brotherhood and tranquility project.” Or, at least, that was what
Interior Minister Beşir Atalay reportedly told AKP deputies.
First of all, this effort must engage the two biggest opposition parties, the main opposition
Republican People’s Party, or CHP, and the Nationalist Movement Party, or MHP. The
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prime minister took personal initiative last week and, in a landmark development,
dropped his preconditions for meeting with the leadership of the pro-Kurdish Democratic
Society Party, or DTP, and assigned his interior minister to meet with the main opposition
CHP and MHP leaders.
That was not a politically correct attitude.
Not only must the government have first met with the two largest opposition parties, but
for the premier to be personally involved and meet with the DTP leadership, he must
have met with the CHP and MHP leaders as well. Asking for an appointment for Interior
Minister Beşir Atalay from CHP leader Deniz Baykal and MHP leader Devlet Bahçeli was
rather impolitic after Erdoğan’s meeting with the DTP’s Ahmet Türk.
Kılıçdaroğlu accuses Istanbul municipality of corruption
Hurriyet Daily News - August 2009
Keeping up his scathing attacks on the ruling party, a member of the main opposition
party claimed on Wednesday that officials at the Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality were
abusing their powers.
“Why does Turkey, Europe’s biggest bus producer, prefer imported buses that cost
millions of dollars?” said Republican People's Party, or CHP, parliamentary group Deputy
Chairman Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu, quoting an earlier remark by Rifat Hisarcıklıoğlu, president
of the Turkish Union of Chambers and Commodities Exchanges, or TOBB.
At a press conference in Istanbul, he said the Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality
considers itself above laws, institutions and jurisdiction. He said Istanbul Mayor Kadir
Topbaş, from the Justice and Development Party, or AKP, was accountable for the
corruption and that his actions disregarded the law.
Kılıçdaroğlu was specifically attacking the tender process related to the purchase of 500
buses
Kılıçdaroğlu made available copies of the original decisions to support his claims.

Turkey plays double game on EU energy security
by Valentina Pop
EU Observer - August 2009
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Turkey has agreed to grant access to Russia's South Stream gas pipeline through its part
of the Black Sea, in a move which could hurt the prospects of an EU-backed project to
reduce Russian energy dependency. The Turkish deal is a major breakthrough for the
Russian pipeline, which has to cross the maritime economic areas of either Turkey or
Ukraine, but with Ukraine very unlikely to give consent."Even with the construction of
South Stream, Nabucco will not be closed," Mr Putin said at a news conference. "The
more infrastructure projects, the better, because that will create reliability and stability of
energy supply to Europe".
The European Commission also officially rejects the idea the two projects are in
competition."We consider [South Stream] a complementary initiative to our ongoing
Nabucco efforts," commission spokesman Martin Selmayr said at a press briefing in
Brussels.

Baykal calls for unity
Cumhuriyet - August 2009
Addressing citizens in Kayseri, CHP chairman Baykal said, "Our ethnicity is a call for the
gathering of everybody under the roof of the Turkish national identity." Baykal also said it
was time for the government to talk about the Kurdish move, and he warned the
government about two issues. Baykal said the national state concept should not be
harmed and that ethnicity should not be brought into national education.

AKP keeping Kurdish plan secret, says Baykal
Hurriyet Daily News – August 2009
According to Baykal, the government intended to hide the content of the meeting and its
Kurdish move, saying the plan was implemented behind closed doors and created a
baseless and artificial expectation within society.
“Everybody has an expectation, target and demand. The government should reveal its
target. What did they talk about in the meeting? Which demand will be fulfilled as a result
of the Kurdish move? Which problems await for Turkey?” Baykal asked. “Ethnic identity
should be respected, but we shouldn’t make ethnic identity and national identity conflict.
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Ethnic identities shouldn’t be granted constitutional status and shouldn’t be made a
separatist element.”
‘AKP imposes its hegemony on judiciary’
Commenting on the recent tension between the judiciary and the government, Baykal
said the government had proceeded in the wrong way in its relations with the judiciary.
Referring to the Justice Ministry’s decision to investigate court decisions signed by judge
Osman Kaçmaz, who had ruled that President Abdullah Gül should be tried over the
“missing trillion” scandal, Baykal said some illegal wiretapping was reportedly carried out
as part of the ministerial probe into Kaçmaz.
“It is obviously a kind of pressure. What lies at the core of this pressure is the
government’s will to control the judges and prosecutors and establish its own hegemony
over the judiciary,” Baykal said.
Two red lines from Baykal
Milliyet - August 2009
Deniz Baykal, chairman of the Republican People's Party, or CHP, said his party would
support steps toward freedom regarding the Kurdish move, but that it would not support
initiatives that would lay the groundwork for a federal structure or arrangements that
would include ethnicity in national education.
Baykal had been criticized for avoiding the government’s "Kurdish move.” Baykal said he
could assess the AKP’s proposals with the messages he has been giving through the
Milliyet daily newspaper for the last two days.
For the move, Baykal said the previous day that his party could support if it thought the
move was sensible.
On Saturday, Baykal said his party had two red lines regarding this matter. "We will
object to steps that will take Turkey to an ethnic federal structure in the future and will not
support arrangements that include ethnicity in the national education system."
Sectarian consensus
By Yusuf Kanlı
Hurriyet Daily News – August 2009
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It appears that many people misunderstood Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan,
executives of his ruling Justice and Development Party, or AKP, government and Internal
Affairs Minister Beşir Atalay when for a day or so they started emphasizing the need for
establishing national consensus for a resolution of the Kurdish problem and their
rhetorical declarations that to establish the national consensus, contributions of all
sectors of the society would be sought.
The modality of the new “democratic” and “Kurdish opening” of the government disclosed
by Atalay last week is partly to blame for the misconception. Indeed, I thought that rather
than insisting on majoritarianism, the AKP would put into force principles of democratic
engagement, dialogue and compromise and instead of trying to dictate its views on the
rest, and would try to forge a “common position” through establishing a “national
consensus.”
Like many other people who appreciated the remarks of the interior minister as “finally
some moves in the right direction,” I was wrong of course. I was naïve enough to think
that the AKP might finally have realized that trying to forge sectarian consensus cannot
be considered as an effort aimed at establishing a national consensus on an issue
resolution, of which, is so crucial for the nation and state.
The first fiasco of the “revolutionary national consensus” sought by the government came
when the list of journalists invited to a “Kurdish symposium” at the Police Academy was
made public. Among those invited, not one was a nationalist, center-left or center-right
writer. All of the columnists invited were either serving with the media having a strong
allegiance with the government, or were neo-liberals, who have been mostly supportive
of the AKP and the former Neo-Con Greater Middle East designs in this part of the world.
The outcome of that meeting was no surprise. All participants held a firm consensus that
terrorist chieftain Abdullah Öcalan, the consolidated life-term without parole convict
serving his sentence in solitude on the İmrali prison island but with the full capability of
commandeering the separatist Kudistan Workers’ Party, or PKK, terrorist gang through
directives issued through his lawyers, must be considered by the government as a
“counterpart” and he should be allowed to make an input into the new “Kurdish opening.”
Naturally, having such a meeting is far better than doing nothing. But, national consensus
cannot be achieved through such sectarian meetings. The most that can be achieved
might be a sectarian consensus. Since Erdoğan, with his macho leadership style, will
never ever need such a sectarian consensus among his subjects and will never ever
abandon his habit of imposition, and can serve no other purpose than fooling the Turkish
public into thinking the government is trying to achieve a national consensus?
This “Kurdish opening,” of which we have absolutely no idea what it might be, indeed has
served at least one purpose. Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, who was always
proudly stating and serving up on a gold platter to the nationalist peer that as long as they
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do not condemn the separatist PKK as a terrorist gang and distance themselves from the
PKK, he would not meet with the leaders and deputies of the pro-Kurdish Democratic
Society Party, or DTP, has now agreed to meet, not as premier, but as the AKP leader,
with DTP leader Ahmet Türk in Parliament today.
It is good of course that Prime Minister Erdoğan is putting aside his arrogant and
adamant rejectionist approach and meeting with the DTP leader despite the DTP neither
declaring the PKK as a terrorist gang nor deploring PKK terrorism; the two preconditions
the premier had set last year for a DTP meeting.
Yet, where is national consensus? Is there any meeting with the main opposition
Republican People’s Party, or CHP, or the Nationalist Movement Party, or MHP? Is there
any effort by the government to listen to the views of its critics?
Turkey may indeed be at the threshold of a historic opportunity to bring an end to PKK
violence and resolve the Kurdish problem. This country might feel compelled to make
some very painful moves just for the sake of seeing an end to terrorism and resolving the
Kurdish problem. Can Turkey move in the absence of a national consensus? Can the
AKP put sectarian consensus in the place of a national consensus and comfortably say “I
did it my way”? Can such a unilateral and uncompromising attitude succeed?

‘We will be one of the five giants in energy’
Hurriyet Daily News - August 2009
The chief economist of the International Energy Agency, Dr. Fatih Birol, who is one of the
world’s most important energy economists, said: "We will be one of the five most
important countries in the world and have a say in energy if we use our trump cards well.
Very important developments occurred recently that will affect the next 40-50 years in
Turkey. Turkey's importance will further increase with the Nabucco project."
Birol said the EU did not want to be dependent on Russia for energy. "Turkey has the
opportunity to change its political fate in the new period. Being an energy bridge is as
important as being an EU member for Turkey," he said, adding that the South Stream
project signed with Russia was also important. "However, the two would be competing.
The buyer for both lines is Europe. Nevertheless, they would prefer Nabucco in order not
to be dependent on Russia."
Award for Issız Adam in U.S.
Milliyet – August 2009
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Turkish movie "Issız Adam" (Alone), directed by Çagan Irmak, was selected as the best
movie of 2009 at the Rhode Island International Film Festival held in the U.S. between
August 4 and 9. U.S. people showed great interest in Irmak's movie as well as in the
reception that was held after the screening of the movie. It was the 13th edition of the
festival.
Wise, ordinary or brute?
Yusuf Kanlı

Hürriyet Daily News – September 2009

..The AKP government has been trying to use the Ankara-based Foundation for Political,
Economic, and Social Research, or SETA, as its public diplomacy agency. SETA,
together with Pollmark, recently undertook a very important survey, which besides some
other very important results, demonstrated a growing confidence crisis between the
ethnic Kurds and ethnic Turks of the country. Of course, the results of such polls should
not be generalized and should be confined as the expressed behavioral pattern of the
interviewed subjects. Still, it was interesting to see that while an overwhelming majority of
ethnic Kurds said they did not want separation from Turkey.
Another public opinion poll, supervised by some “wise men,” including former
ambassadors İlter Türkmen and Sönmez Köksal (who is as well a former intelligence
chief), retired chief prosecutor professor Sami Selçuk and political scientist professor
Ersin Kalaycıoğlu, it was demonstrated once again that most of the more than 10,000
subjects interviewed over the past 18 months or so in southeastern provinces objected to
the idea of separation from Turkey. Interestingly that study showed that most ethnic
Kurds considered the Democratic Society Party, or DTP, which is often accused of being
the political wing of the separatist Kurdistan Workers’ Party, or PKK, terrorist gang, more
trustworthy for a resolution of their problems than the PKK itself...

BAYKAL: NO APPROVAL UNTIL OCCUPATION IS OVER

Milliyet September 2009

Main opposition Republican People's Party, or CHP, chairman Deniz Baykal said his
party would not give approval to protocols between Turkey and Armenia until "Armenian
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occupation of Azerbaijan's territory is over." Recalling remarks of Prime Minister Recep
Tayyip Erdoğan who said, "We will not open the border until the occupation in NagornoKarabakh is over," Baykal said, "We will ask Mr. Prime Minister to keep his word to
Azerbaijan."

YOUR LAST FIVE YEARS ON RECORD

Vatan September 2009

Recent decisions made by a court involved in the Ergenekon case have revealed a truth:
Phone calls made with mobile phones, messages sent and information on wherever you
have traveled in the past five years are all on record. If a court wishes to have access to
this information, it can obtain it without any difficulty.

TERRIFYING TAPPING NETWORK IN TURKEY

Radikal September 2009

Phone calls are tapped all around Turkey almost all the time. Telephone conversations
between those who committed the murder in Istanbul's Gungoren neighborhood on
March 8 were used as evidence in the trial. But it is not known yet how those
conversations were included in the court dossier.
Baykal asks for clarity on Kurdish, Armenian moves
Hürriyet September 2009
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The main opposition party has asked the government to clarify the motives behind its
recent initiatives on the Kurdish issue and relations with Armenia and repeated that it
would not be a part of such moves.

“The government’s move is putting Turkey under the pressure of an ethnic identity.
However, the majority of our citizens of Kurdish origin have no problem being part of the
national identity,” Baykal said.

Baykal lashes out at government over Doğan tax fine
Hürriyet Daily News September 2009

Main opposition leader Deniz Baykal accuses the government of targeting democracy
and the rule of law when it imposed a record tax fine on Doğan Holding. 'It is obviously an
anti-democratic move to put the independent media under such pressure,' he says

“This fine doesn’t target a group but democracy and the rule of law,” Republican People’s
Party, or CHP, leader Deniz Baykal said during his party’s 89th anniversary.

What does ‘minority’ mean in Turkey?
Hürriyet October 2010

For while the word in common usage can refer to distinct social groups whose numbers
are relatively small, there are three legally established, statutory minorities in Turkey:
Greeks, Armenians and Jews.
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This definition was made in the Lausanne Treaty in 1923 at the behest of Western
powers and obligated the new Turkish Republic to acknowledge the special status of
these groups. Some small groups, notably the Ancient Syriac Orthodox community,
rejected the status at the time as divisive and remained outside the legalistic definition.
The Jewish community also rejected portions of the Lausanne designation as a violation
of social cohesion. Reflecting the sensibilities of the time, Lausanne regarded all Muslims
of Turkey as a single “majority.” The Constitution, however, does not recognize religious
or ethnic affiliation in defining citizenship. The word “Turk”, while regarded in some
quarters as an ethnic label, does not under the law mean anything more than a person of
Turkish citizenship.

VOICE OF THE NORTH

Hürriyet October 2009

Young people in northern Iraq want to set up dialogue and improve relations with Turkey
to remove all kinds of prejudices between the two societies. Film director Miran Shawkat
told daily Hürriyet that Turkey's secular and democratic structure was a great role model
for them. "We need a leader [like Atatürk] here to separate religious and state affairs from
each other," he added.

DTP ASKS FOR AMENDMENT TO FIRST THREE ARTICLES

Cumhuriyet 2009
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Democratic Society Party (DTP) chairman Ahmet Turk said the Kurdish problem was the
only answer to the question why Turkey could not make progress. He called on Prime
Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan to be "bold" and said the government's democratic move
could be successful only if the Constitution is amended. Turk asked for no extension of a
Parliament motion that gives authority to the government for cross-border military
operations, a cessation of military operations, and he wanted the government to see
head terrorist Abdullah Ocalan as an interlocutor.

DTP deputy chairperson Emine Ayna asked the government to amend the first three
irrevocable articles of the Constitution.

MASKED PKK SUPPORTERS AT DTP CONGRESS

Hürriyet October 2009

Illegal demonstrations by a group of masked supporters of the terrorist organization
overshadowed peaceful messages from Democratic Society Party (DTP) leader Ahmet
Turk during the third congress of the party. Turk called on the government to take steps
to bring the PKK to the line of non-conflict.
CHP’s Baykal slams PM over Doğan/Al Capone comparison
Hürriyet October 2009

Main opposition leader Deniz Baykal harshly criticized Prime Minister Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan for comparing Aydın Doğan, the owner of the biggest media group in Turkey, to
infamous American gangster Al Capone.
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“You have trespassed on the freedom of press,” said Baykal, the leader of the
Republican People’s Party, or CHP. Calling on people to react, he said: “What happened
to the European Union process? All this is blockage and fiasco. What we’ve reached is a
disappointing and pessimistic picture of Turkey.”

The situation has deteriorated in the fields of human rights, democracy and the rule of
law when compared with the beginning of Erdoğan's administration, Baykal said. “It is
impossible to say the press is more free than it was seven years ago.”

Accusing the ruling Justice and Development Party, or AKP, of acting in contravention of
press freedom and creating a pro-government media, Baykal said: “Do journalists have to
be heroes? Do they have to experience all kinds of risks and threats? If so, there is no
press freedom in that country. The journalists have been controlled through threats.”

“When asked about his unjust tax fines, designed to silence a media group which has
been conducting reasonable journalism without excluding the opposition angle, he
[Erdoğan] replied: ‘That is what happened to Al Capone in the United States.’ As an
unbiased citizen, my conscience rejects such an accusation,” said Baykal, adding that
similar incidents may continue as long as there is an apathetic public response.

AKMAN'S RECENT INCIDENT

Vatan October 2009

Zahid Akman, a member of the Supreme Board of Radio and Television (RTUK), caused
a row during a board meeting. He walked all over Hulya Alp, a member of the board from
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the Republican People's Party (CHP), and hit her chest with his chest. He attempted to
fist another board member, Mehmet Dadak.

"THERE WILL BE EARLY ELECTIONS IN MAY 2011"

Vatan October 2009

According to Deniz Baykal, chairman of the Republican People's Party (CHP), Turkey will
be in an election mood after the current parliamentary term. During his party gathering in
parliament, Baykal claimed that general elections would be held in 2011.

EIFFEL TOWER IN RED-AND-WHITE

Türkiye October 2009

Within the scope of "Season of Turkey" activities in France, the Eiffel Tower, the symbol
of Paris, was lit up with red and white, the colors of the Turkish flag. The tower will be lit
with these colors until the mornings for five days.

SURVEY OF 8607 KURDS

Vatan October 2009

A survey conducted by Bilgesam, a research center founded by former ministers and
retired generals, had very stunning results: Kurds do not want to get separated, they want
a "job" first.
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81 percent of participants are proud of Turkish citizens. 79.4 percent see the Turkish
army as their army. The rate of people bonding with the Turkish flag and the national
anthem reaches 83 percent.

A total of 82.5 percent of participants believe Turks, Kurds and Arabs are brothers. One
of every three participants, who voted for Democratic Society Party, does not trust the
party. Half of DTP voters do not have confidence in Abdullah Ocalan. The rate of people
demanding an amnesty for Ocalan is 19.7 percent.

Unemployment (71 percent) is the first cause for joining the terrorist organization.
Proposals to solve problems in the region were listed as: education should be better
(73.9 percent), unemployment should be overcome (68.5 percent), cultural rights should
be given (30.8 percent).

CONFIDENCE IN JUSTICE LOST

Cumhuriyet October 2009

Lawyers of Ergenekon suspects, who are under arrest, said that the meeting of judges
and prosecutors in the Ergenekon case over a fast-breaking dinner has irrevocably
shaken the confidence in justice. Lawyers requested recusal of judges whose pictures
with prosecutors and police chiefs were revealed.

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION DOWN

Radikal October 2009
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Turkey's industrial production which has been showing recovery in the last five months
started to give bad signals as of August. The Turkish Board of Statistics (TUIK) released
the industrial production index for August 2009, and said Turkey's industrial production
was down 6.3 percent in August 2009 compared to the same month of 2008.

DERVIS WARNS

Radikal October 2009

Former Turkish state minister and United Nations Development Program (UNDP)
administrator Kemal Dervis said, one-year decline would not overshadow the dignity of
Turkish economy. "But 3-4 percent growth will not be enough," Dervis added. He said the
growth figure should be increased to 7 percent for being a global actor.

HISTORICAL SIGNING WITH ARMENIA

Yeni Şafak October 2009

Switzerland has announced that Turkey and Armenia would sign the protocol in Zurich on
Saturday. The ceremony will be attended also by U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.
Foreign Minister Ahmet Davutoglu and Armenian Foreign Minister Eduard Nalbandian will
sign the protocol.

Baykal agrees to meet with PM
Hürriyet October 2009
Baykal also enclosed three reports in his response letter to Erdoğan. These three reports
were titled “Approach to East and Southeast Problems and Solution Proposals-1989,”
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“Bill on Using Different Languages than Turkish-1991”, and “Parts of the CHP Program
on East and Southeast Problems-2008.” The CHP, as the oldest political party, had
initiated a solution to the Kurdish question but could not move forward due to unsuitable
political conditions.

Baykal’s criticism is focused on the lack of description and the content of the initiative,
though it has been months since the government launched it. “First it was named the
Kurdish initiative, then was turned into the democratic opening, and lately it has become
the national unity project. Unfortunately this policy has begun to give discriminatory
results,” he said.

Recalling the government’s rhetoric of “historical opportunity,” Baykal said it was the
people’s right to learn what this opportunity was. He also criticized the statements made
by Interior Minister Beşir Atalay who called on all parties to back the necessary
constitutional changes.

For Baykal, these sorts of messages were encouraging the terrorist group the outlawed
Kurdistan Workers’ Party for reaching its purposes. “The political project of the terror
organization is to distinguish the people from the state. To place an ethnic language as a
selective course at the core of the national education starting from the universities will
stand as the first phase of this project,” he said.
Costner refutes reports about his support for Kurdish initiative

Hürriyet October 2009
The show Kevin Costner and his band Modern West were going to perform in Istanbul on
Thursday has been canceled.
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Turkey was on Costner’s agenda for weeks, not because of the concert, but after Edibe
Sözen, recently demoted Deputy President responsible for promotion and media affairs
of the Justice and Development Party, or AKP, stated last month that the Oscar winning
actor was backing the government’s “Kurdish initiative.” Sözen’s statement was
disclaimed by the National Movement Party, or MHP.

Sözen’s statement was met with harsh criticism from the opposition from both, MHP and
Deniz Baykal, the leader of Republican People’s Party, or CHP. “Why do you intervene
with our internal affairs? You do your acting.” Baykal addressed Costner. Sözen’s words
were later disclaimed by Oktay Vural, Deputy President for MHP, as they contacted
Costner’s manager who refuted Costner’s alleged statement. Following the incident,
Sözen announced, the organizers of the show in Istanbul had been her source of
information.

“I love Turkey and the Turkish people very much. When it comes to discussions on
domestic affairs, I don’t see myself as knowledgeable enough to comment,” said
Robinson on behalf of Costner.

“I have never made any comments on issues that are being attributed to me,” he said.
Rift develops over PKK group's welcome
Hürriyet October 2009

Thousands of people gathered in the southeastern city of Diyarbakır on Wednesday
evening to greet a group of 34 people who surrendered to authorities, resulting in
criticism from officials that the excessive celebration would have negatively affect the
Kurdish initiative.
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President Abdullah Gül and Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan indirectly criticized the
pro-Kurdish Democratic Society Party, or DTP, the organizer of the reception, while the
opposition slammed the government for turning terrorists into “heroes.”

In a speech Thursday at Republican People’s Party, or CHP, headquarters, leader Deniz
Baykal heavily criticized the AKP. He accused the party of allowing terrorists to become
heroes and creating a sense of moral insecurity and legal impunity.

“When terrorists become heroes, the mothers and fathers of martyrs watch the affair with
great suffering. They might say, ‘I should have sent my children to the PKK instead of the
military, then they would be coming back as heroes and kissing my hand,’” Baykal said.

Turkey pauses Kurdish move, delays PKK returns
Hürriyet October 2009

Following mass reactions against the celebratory reception given to the surrendered
members of the outlawed Kurdistan Workers’ Party, or PKK, the government has decided
to re-evaluate its Kurdish initiative and postponed the return of a second group of
terrorists from Europe.

“Let’s take a break,” Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan told reporters traveling with
him to Pakistan late Saturday. “We will continue the process after reviewing the
situation.”
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Opposition criticial of gov’t’s road map, offers its own measures
Hürriyet Daily News November 2010
The opposition harshly criticized the government and its road map for a solution to the
decades-old Kurdish question on Friday in a relevantly calmer session than the
parliamentary debate on Tuesday.

The tension in Parliament increased when two youths staged a protest inside the hall
where the session was being held. Ten minutes later, Pakize Akbaba, a mother of a
soldier who was killed on duty, wanted to open a Turkish flag inside the hall but was
blocked by the officials.

Following remarks made by Interior Minister Beşir Atalay on the initiative, the opposition
parties took the floor. Taking the floor right after Atalay, Democratic Society Party, or DTP,
leader Ahmet Türk expressed his party’s dissatisfaction with the government’s ongoing
Kurdish initiative.

He criticized the Justice and Development Party, or AKP, government for planning the
Kurdish initiative behind closed doors and reducing the solution of the Kurdish question to
a military solution. He proposed the establishment of a parliamentary commission to both
investigate what he called the historical mistakes past governments made on the Kurdish
problem and to concretize the initiative.

Solution relies on surrender and economic measures

Bahçeli proposed that all terrorists lay down their arms and surrender. He also said
poverty and unemployment should be eliminated in the Southeast to end the Kurdish
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problem. Bahçeli also said the Kurdish initiative was drafted as part of the Greater Middle
East Project led by the world powers to take the control of water and energy in the region.

“Aim is to release Öcalan’

In his address to Parliament, Republican People’s Party, or CHP, leader Deniz Baykal
accused the government of holding a parliamentary session to destroy the identity of the
nation-state and the efforts to build a nation.

“This is an important breaking point. The government is in a bid to release the outlawed
PKK leader Abdullah Öcalan in cooperation with the PKK,” Baykal said.

Baykal also criticized the release of the returnees from northern Iraq and the
government’s leading officials who welcomed them at the Habur border. He further
criticized Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan for defining the images at the border as
promising.

Noting that no government has the right to negotiate with the terrorist organization,
Baykal said the government should call on the PKK to lay down their arms. “You can’t
negotiate with the terrorists, you can [only] combat them,” Baykal said.

‘Social and economic reform needed’

Baykal said granting the right to every ethnic identity to establish its own state and
establish an education system, which would allow education in their own language would
lead to division. A comprehensive social and economic reform was needed and
unemployment should be eliminated to end the Kurdish problem, according to him.
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Baykal criticizes PM over his stance against Sudan
Hürriyet November 2009
In an address to the CHP parliamentary group meeting, main opposition leader Deniz
Baykal backs his party deputy Onur Öymen, who was criticized for a blunder about the
1938 Kurdish rebellion in the Alevi town of Dersim. Baykal recalls the prime minister’s
remarks on incidents in Sudan and criticizes him for abusing Öymen’s words for political
gain.

Baykal also criticized the prime minister for exploiting the issue for political purposes by
recalling his approach to the incidents in Sudan.

“[Öymen] apologized but his words are still being abused through a systematic campaign
against our party,” Republican People’s Party, or CHP, leader Baykal said in an address
to his party’s parliamentary group meeting Tuesday.

In his address, Baykal recalled Erdoğan’s remarks on Sudan and accused the prime
minister of abusing Öymen’s remarks for political interest. He said rebellions also took
place in the provinces of Konya, Bolu and Yozgat in the past but that these incidents
should not be interpreted as revolts against a sect and an ethnic-oriented identity. Baykal
said the incidents took place within the social and economic circumstances of the period.

Baykal gives Sudan example

“If these rebellions [in Konya, Bolu and Yozgat] had been sectarian incidents as Erdoğan
claimed, then there would have been fierce reactions throughout Anatolia. If there had
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been rebellions against the Alevi faith in the past, then things would have been different,”
Baykal said.

Baykal criticized Erdoğan by recalling his remarks on incidents that took place in Sudan.

“How can a person [Erdoğan] who said that the death of 300,000 people caused by
Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir in Sudan is not a massacre, but can approach past
incidents [in Turkey] in such a way?” Baykal said.
Turkey says Swiss ban violates freedoms
Hürriyet Daily News November 2009

Turkey demonstrated an all-out reaction Tuesday to a Swiss ban on minarets, saying it
was violating basic human rights and freedoms.

President Abdullah Gül, speaking to reporters in Ankara before departing for Jordan, said
the issue should be followed seriously.

“This is a noteworthy example in terms of showing how animosity toward Islam, as we
call it ‘Islamophobia,’ has been developing in the Western world. This is a disgrace for the
Swiss,” said Gül.
Prosecutors launch third search at military headquarters

Hürriyet Daily News December 2009
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Prosecutors investigating a plot to assassinate Deputy Prime Minister Bülent Arınç have
launched a third search at the headquarters of the Special Forces Command in Ankara.

At the same time, opposition leader Deniz Baykal has said the lack of mutual trust
between the police and the military may trigger instability in the country.

A convoy of six vehicles carrying a judge and prosecutors entered the headquarters of
Regional Mobilization Department of Special Forces Command on Monday for the third
time.

The first search ended after 10 hours Friday while the prosecutors’ second search
resumed the day after. Eight officers – including two who were caught last week near
Arınç’s house – were detained in the course of the Saturday search.

Chief of General Staff Gen. İlker Başbuğ and Land Forces Commander General Işık
Koşaner later paid a surprise visit to Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan. Their
meeting lasted three-and-a-half hours.

“The point is not the allegations of a plot against Arınç, but that the government thinks the
armed forces might be involved in such a plot. It is serious to label the army,” Deniz
Baykal, leader of the Republican People’s Party, or CHP, said in an interview with Star
TV.

The military should not be linked with such conspiracy theories, Baykal said. “Think of it:
If the Turkish Armed Forces is plotting against a statesman, we cannot talk any longer.
That would be a point where the words have become devoid of meaning.”
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A lack of trust will worsen the situation, Baykal said. “They alerted the Special Forces by
saying, ‘The spy you were looking for met Arınç and leaked information,’ and later called
the police and said, ‘Military officers are plotting to assassinate Arınç.’ If you create an
atmosphere of distrust, there will be others trying to sowing discord,” he said.

Erdoğan, however, said there was no tension between the police and the military. “There
is no conflict between the institutions. The court will tell who is right and who is wrong,”
Erdoğan told reporters regarding the allegations.

GOVERNMENT'S COVERED PLAN

Cumhuriyet Janurary 2010

The Justice and Development (AK) Party government plans to make Constitutional
amendments. One of AK Party's priorities is to make a Constitutional amendment that will
re-shape the Constitutional Court. AK Party intends to hold a referendum on the
Constitutional amendments.

HEAD OF TERRORIST OGRANIZATION BECOMES COLUMNIST FOR ITALIAN
NEWSPAPER

Cumhuriyet Janurary 2010

The head of the terrorist organization PKK, Abdullah Ocalan, has become a columnist for
Italian newspaper Il Manifesto. The newspaper announced that Ocalan has become a
columnist and that his first article will talk about his love for Italy.
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NO MORE WEEKLY BRIEFINGS

Zaman Janurary 2010

Turkish General Staff was holding weekly briefings for reporters on Fridays. The General
Staff announced that they would hold a press briefing only when there is a need from
now on.
Turkish PM refutes allegations of civilian dictatorship
Hürriyet Daily News Janurary 2010

Responding to criticism raised by columnists and opposition members that Turkey is
moving toward a civilian dictatorship, the prime minister dismisses allegations, saying
Turkey has been undergoing a change and is getting rid of old bonds.

In her columns and in an interview with daily Vatan last week, columnist Nuray Mert said
the government’s implementations and the process that the government called a
“democratic initiative” pushed the country into a rule of civilian dictatorship, putting the
AKP in the position of single party. The AKP’s practices failed to bring democratization to
the country, according to Mert. Other columnists and the opposition have made similar
assessments.

Gerçeker’s outcry contradicts Erdoğan

While Erdoğan refuted the allegations of pressure on important institutions, Hasan
Gerçeker, president of the Supreme Court of Appeals, on Monday criticized the pressure
faced by the judiciary.
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The appointment of 34 judges to vacant seats in the court sparked tension over the
judiciary's independence between the court and the Justice Ministry during a meeting on
Monday.

Speaking at the opening of the International Law Assembly, Justice Minister Sadullah
Ergin said: “True power of the state is singular and that is the national will. The rule of law
is superior to the rule of judges. The judiciary should be independent from external and
internal pressures.”

Taking the floor after Ergin, Gerçeker said: “All institutions should respect judicial
independence. The HSYK [Supreme Board of Judges and Prosecutors] should be
independent and free of influence from the executive powers. Inclusion of members other
than judges and prosecutors in HSYK is a violation of judicial independence.”

“Today, the number of cases waiting at the courts has reached almost 2 million. Despite
legal necessity, new members could not be appointed to the 34 vacant seats,” Gerçeker
said.

“The roof is on fire and it is spreading. Unfortunately, the judiciary is not independent.
The tutelage of the executive power on the judiciary should end.”

The appointment of judges and prosecutors are carried out by the HSYK, but the
appointment of 34 judges to the court were delayed for eight months despite the court
law that stipulates that the vacancy of 10 seats in the court requires appointments within
a maximum of two months.
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Within the HSYK, five members belong to the judiciary and two members belong to the
Justice Minister and his undersecretary. The problem arose between the five members
and the two members over the appointment of the judges, according to media reports.

The Justice Ministry had asked the HSYK to independently nominate the 11 members.
However, five members from the judiciary opposed the ministry’s proposal because Ergin,
who also presides over all the HSYK meetings, did not include the judges’ appointment
on the agenda for eight months, according to the media reports.

The crisis broke when it was discovered that at least five members of the 11 members
that the ministry allegedly wanted to nominate graduated from the religious high schools,
according to media reports.

Baykal recalls Gerçeker’s remarks

Meanwhile, speaking at his party’s parliamentary group meeting Tuesday, the Republican
People’s Party, or CHP, leader Deniz Baykal recalled Gerçeker’s outcry and said his
words should be taken seriously.

“Is this person raising his concerns for political reasons? He has not been involved in any
political partisanship so far. If such a person cries that judicial independence has been
removed, then it is the duty of all to take his remarks seriously,” Baykal said.

“If his remark that the roof was on fire was not enough to make prime minister realize the
conflict between institutions, what should be done and what is the prime minister is
waiting for? The ministry is bargaining with the HSYK on appointments,” Baykal said.
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Turkey's Uğur Mumcu remembered 17 years after car bombing
Hürriyet Janurary 2010
Uğur Mumcu, a journalist and writer murdered in Ankara 17 years ago, was
commemorated Sunday on the anniversary of his death by a large crowd, including
politicians, colleagues and representatives of nongovernmental organizations.

On Jan. 24, 1993 Mumcu was killed by an alleged extreme Islamist organization, which
bombed his car in front of his house. Mumcu, a staunchly secularist investigative
journalist for daily Cumhuriyet, was well-known for his articles against fundamentalism,
terrorism and corruption.

“Years have passed, but the pain of losing him is still in us. We have missed him more
than ever and commemorate his memory with respect and love,” Deniz Baykal, leader of
the Republican People’s Party, or CHP, said in his written statement Sunday. Baykal also
attended the commemoration ceremony held on Uğur Mumcu St. and met members of
Mumcu’s family.

“We hope the facts and links about this murder will be disclosed. Our expectations are
still alive,” Baykal told reporters.

Özge Mumcu, who was 11 years old when her father was killed, said she never believed
security forces did enough to reveal the dark side of her father’s murder. “I do not believe
the behind-the-scenes of this murder will ever be discovered. But we, as his family, will
continue with all our determination,” she said Sunday in an interview with the private
channel NTV.
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Meanwhile, Turkey also commemorated Ali Gaffar Özkan, a former Diyarbakır police
chief, who was murdered by outlawed Kurdistan Workers’ Party, or PKK, terrorists nine
years ago. He was commemorated both in Diyarbakır, where he was killed, and his
hometown Hendek in the district of Sakarya in the Marmara region.
Protesting Tekel workers await solution
Hürriyet Daily News janurary 2010
The Turkish government is making efforts to solve the problems of workers from the
country’s former state-owned alcohol and tobacco monopoly, or Tekel, the prime minister
said Sunday.

Tekel workers have been demonstrating in Ankara for nearly 50 days against a plan to
reinstate them at other public institutions but with reduced pay and social rights.
Labor unions announce one-day strike as Tekel workers resume protest
Hürriyet Feburary 2010
With 51 days under their belts, unions announce a countrywide one-day strike for
Thursday and Tekel workers resume their hunger strike. PM Erdoğan says the labor
action is now a campaign against the ruling party. ‘The workers should stop their protests
by the end of this month, otherwise the government will use all legal means to halt their
actions,' he says

Political parties’ reaction

During his parliamentary group meeting Tuesday, Erdoğan was uncompromising on the
workers’ labor action. “The Tekel workers’ strike is illegal and this illegal strike has
exceeded its initial goals. It has now turned into a campaign against the government. The
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workers should end their protests by the end of this month, otherwise the government will
use all legal means to end their actions.”

Erdoğan also criticized the media and opposition parties for exploiting the issue to their
own benefit. “Tekel workers are being supported by some opposition groups. With the
use of the media, the situation is being exploited, and this has gone beyond the innocent
pursuit of rights.”

Erdoğan urged the workers to sign up for 4/C benefits. “We offered you an option and
gave you an employment opportunity through Article 4/C. If you want to continue working
in the public sector, you should sign Article 4/C today.” According to CNN Turk, only 28
Tekel workers have signed up to Article 4/C as of Tuesday.

The situation also occupied the agendas of opposition parties, who criticized the ruling
Justice and Development Party, or AKP, for its uncompromising attitude.

In his address to the Republican People’s Party, or CHP, parliamentary group meeting
Tuesday, Deniz Baykal defended Tekel workers, saying removing the workers’ rights
would not solve the problem.

“The government destroyed Tekel, which was profitable, by privatizing it. It is the
government’s duty to grant the workers their rights. It is not the military, but Tekel workers
who will throw you out of power,” Baykal said.

ECHR: INDIVIDUALS' RELIGIONS CANNOT BE LISTED ON ID CARDS

Cumhuriyet Feburary 2010
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The European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) madetwo significant decisions about
national identity cards in Turkey. At a case filed by Sinan Isik, a Turkish national, who in
2005 appealed to the court to get the authorities to record "Alevi" in the religion section of
his identity card, the ECHR ruled that the listing of religious affiliation on identification
cards violated the European Convention of Human Rights Article 9 on freedom of
conscience and religion. The ECHR, which also announced its verdict on a case filed by
eight Turkish citizens from various cities on the request to use names containing letters
"q," "w" or "x" on identity cards which are not part of the Turkish alphabet, ruled against
the plaintiffs. The court in Turkey rejected the demand, citing that the letters do not exist
in the Turkish alphabet.
'Take action or else,' Turkish military tells government
Hürriyet Feburary 2010

Infuriated at what he sees as growing smear tactics against the military, the country’s top
general has indirectly demanded the government take action to stop the campaign,
threatening to share intelligence on the issue if necessary.

The military brass has been complaining of what it terms an asymmetric psychological
campaign aimed at tarnishing the military’s credibility through allegedly fake coup plots. A
number of top military personnel have been prosecuted for their alleged links to the
plotters while two top officers were arrested last year on charges of planning to
assassinate Deputy Prime Minister Bülent Arınç.
Baykal: Prosecutor arrested upon gov't orders
Hürriyet Daily News Feburary 2010
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The arrest of the Erzincan chief prosecutor was ordered by the government after he
launched an investigation into the influential İsmailağa religious community, Turkey’s
main opposition party claimed Thursday.

“Everybody with common sense clearly sees that the real perpetrator behind this arrest is
the government. We see it too,” Deniz Baykal, head of the Republican People’s Party, or
CHP, told reporters at a press conference. “[This arrest] has nothing to do with laws.”

“It is not something an ordinary prosecutor can do,” Baykal added. “It’s the first time in
our history that a court storms another court.”

Erzincan chief prosecutor İlhan Cihaner’s arrest has caused an unprecedented crisis in
the country, deepening the existing polarization between the government and key state
institutions.

According to Baykal, the arrest of Cihaner is concrete evidence of the ruling Justice and
Development Party, or AKP’s, efforts to impose its way of life on the judiciary using state
means. “It’s their struggle to oppress the members of the judiciary who refuse to obey the
government,” he said.

Why did Çiçek call?

Procedures for the prosecution of the chief prosecutor are very clear in the law, Baykal
said. “A chief prosecutor can only be investigated by the Supreme Court of Appeals and
not by another prosecutor,” he said.
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“What’s the crime attributed to the prosecutor? What is this grave crime he committed?
The people need to be enlightened about it,” he said.

Recalling that Deputy Prime Minister Cemil Çiçek had reportedly called Cihaner a couple
of months previously and urged him to stop investigating the İsmailağa religious
community, Baykal said: “That was the beginning of this incident. It was the clearest way
of the government’s intervention into the judiciary.”

According to the CHP chief, government impositions on the judiciary will not only damage
the independence of the judiciary, but also the fundamental pillars of the state. “The
government’s main target is to create a pro-government judiciary,” he said. “What is at
stake now is the entire legal order. We can no longer talk about a functioning legal order.”

Early elections ‘the only way’

The only way to overcome this ongoing crisis is to go to early elections, Baykal said.
Blaming the government for the fights among state institutions, he added that his party is
demanding early elections that could bring about a new political environment.

Noting that the justice minister is fighting against the judiciary, Baykal said, “The
government has lost the chance of reforming the judiciary.”
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Questioning of detained military personnel begins in Istanbul
Hürriyet Feburary 2010

Six retired Turkish military personnel were questioned at an Istanbul courthouse Tuesday,
a day after nearly 50 members of the armed forces were detained for allegedly plotting a
coup.

The current and retired members of the Turkish military were detained for suspected
connections to the “Balyoz” (Sledgehammer) Operation, an alleged military coup plan
against the ruling Justice and Development Party, or AKP, written in 2003 and brought to
light by the daily Taraf in January.
Turkish opposition leaders criticize detentions of commanders
Hürriyet Daily News Feburary 2010
The opposition parties criticized the most recent detentions of former and current military
commanders in the scope of an anti-government coup plot probe during parliamentary
group meetings Tuesday.

In his address to the Republican People’s Party, or CHP’s, parliamentary group meeting,
party leader Deniz Baykal compared the detained military commanders to the exiles of
Malta.

Some 145 statesmen, soldiers and intellectuals were arrested in 1919 and 1920, during
which the Turkish War of Independence took place. They were arrested by the occupying
powers and banished to Malta, a British colony at the time, and were then acquitted.
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“The recent developments revealed Turkey is drifting in a pretty dangerous direction,”
Baykal said. Turkey has faced many bitter traumas and military coups throughout its
history, but it was the first time some secular elements of the judiciary have confronted
other elements within the judiciary backed by the ruling government, he added.

“Behind these incidents, there is politics. Political forces are exploiting the judiciary for
their own purposes. As a result of this process, military commanders were detained for
the first time in Turkey’s history,” Baykal said.

Referring to allegations that recent events regarding the judiciary were a kind of counterattack by the ruling Justice Development Party, or AKP, to confront a possible closure
case against it, Baykal asked: “How can you [the AKP] play with the lives of people for
your own political calculations? Is it that cheap and easy?”

‘AKP not honest’

Baykal also pointed to the existence of some people who staged coups in Turkey’s
history and said the government avoided taking steps to make them appear in front of the
judiciary.

“Why don’t you [the AKP] take a step against those who de facto staged coups? Why are
you initiating such a move after seven years [since you came to power] by accusing them
of solely having such an idea in their minds?” Baykal asked. “Months ago, we came up
with a proposal to annul the interim Article 15 of the Constitution, which bans the
prosecution of the 1980 coup leaders. But you ignored our attempt.”
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Baykal criticized the AKP for laying an ambush, saying everybody was vulnerable to such
plots in the system the AKP established.

“The government does not like an independent judiciary, but it longs for a neutral judiciary.
Without an independent judiciary, you cannot realize a neutral judiciary,” Baykal said,
adding that at the core of the judiciary-related problems was the judicial system, which
granted special authorization to prosecutors and judges.

Baykal also recalled that Deputy Prime Minister Cemil Çiçek admitted he intervened in
the probe launched by the recently arrested Erzincan Chief Public Prosecutor İlhan
Cihaner against religious sects. Baykal said Cihaner would not possibly face such a trial if
he was not involved in such a probe against religious sects in 2007.

Opposition CHP hits out at Erdoğan's media criticism
Hürriyet Feburary 2010
Opposition Republican People’s Party, or CHP, leaders blasted the prime minister over
the weekend for his severe criticism of the media, with a top official saying “columnists
are not slaves” to their bosses.

Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan last week urged media owners to control
columnists who criticize the government and threatened those publishing negative
comments, remarks that have drawn strong criticism from journalists’ organizations as
well as the political opposition.
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“The prime minister says [media] bosses will decide what journalists will write,” CHP chief
Deniz Baykal said Saturday, speaking at his party’s congress in the southern province of
Adana.
Top judge urges government to seek consensus for reforms
Hürriyet March 2010
As Haşim Kılıç, president of the Constitutional Court, urges the government to seek a
compromise with the opposition on planned constitutional reforms to avoid creating fresh
tension. Meanwhile, the opposition party leader says he will go to the top court if
Parliament passes reform package.

The head of Turkey's top court urged the government Wednesday to seek a compromise
with the opposition on planned constitutional changes. The main opposition leader,
meanwhile, said his party would appeal to the Constitutional Court if Parliament passes
the amendment package.

"The country needs serious constitutional reform, but this should be done through a full
compromise," Haşim Kılıç, president of the Constitutional Court, told the daily Hürriyet on
Wednesday.

“Otherwise, all such arrangements [that lack consensus] return to our court for annulment.
My fear is that the planned amendments and the judicial reform package may likewise
come to us.”

"Attitudes like 'I do what I want' or 'what I say is final' are wrong," said Kılıç, often accused
of being close to the ruling Justice and Development Party, or AKP.
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'PM imposes own culture on state’s order,' Baykal says
Hürriyet March 2010

The ruling Justice and Development Party, or AKP, is imposing its own approaches on
Turkey’s judicial system and the state’s functioning, according to the country’s main
opposition party leader.

“You have taken this culture from the day when you were educated by [Gulbuddin]
Hekmetyar. You were educated by Hekmetyar, we by Mustafa Kemal Atatürk,” Deniz
Baykal, the head of the Republican People’s Party, or CHP, said during his party’s
meeting Kırşehir, a central Anatolian town.

Hekmetyar was the most important warlord fighting against the Soviet invasion in late
‘70s and is the leader of Hezb-e-Islami, or HIG, which and is considered a terrorist
organization by Coalition Forces in Afghanistan. A few years ago Turkish media
published a picture of Erdoğan kneeling before Hekmetyar in his youth days.

Baykal said that was the reason why his party was not cooperating with the ruling party in
amending the Constitution. “Politics should not enter our mosques, our barracks or our
courts. If you do this, then all three institutions will be hurt,” he said.

Recalling that many prominent personalities from the military, intelligentsia, civil society
and bureaucracy were arrested as part of the ongoing Ergenekon case, Baykal said:
“Isn’t it clear that there lies another scenario behind this? People are imprisoned for years
without knowing what crimes they are charged for. The implementation has nothing to do
with the contemporary understanding of justice.”
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Baykal said the government is now seeking to restructure the judicial system to be able to
control it.

In the meantime, Erdoğan, speaking at a party rally in Şanlıurfa on Sunday, criticized the
opposition for not endorsing the constitutional amendments. “They don’t even accept the
referendum, which is one of the fundamental mechanisms of the democracy,” he said.

“We will talk to all political parties. I will send my people to talk to them, including the
opposition parties represented in Parliament. They may not respond to our request for
meeting, and then I will complain about them,” he said.
Baykal criticizes 'bargaining' between government and military
CNNTURK March 2010
Turkey’s main opposition leader reiterated concerns Friday over the timing of a summit
between the president, the prime minister and the top general that presaged the release
of commanders accused of plotting a coup.

“It is my duty as the main opposition party leader to share my concerns and evaluations
with the public on an issue that I believe is of historical significance,” Deniz Baykal, the
leader of the Republican People’s Party, or CHP, told the private channel CNNTürk in a
televised interview.

Baykal had recently claimed the release of top military commanders detained as part of
the anti-government “Balyoz” (Sledgehammer) coup-plot investigation was the result of a
meeting held between President Abdullah Gül, Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan
and Chief of General Staff Gen. İlker Başbuğ at the Çankaya Presidential Palace.
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The military’s confirmation that the signature found on the original copy of an alleged
military plot against the ruling Justice and Development Party, or AKP, belonged to Col.
Dursun Çiçek likewise came after the summit, the CHP chief also implied.

Baykal described the lunch held following the gathering at Çankaya as a “celebration
lunch” marking “implicit bargaining.” The CHP leader also urged the parties involved to
address public concerns over the timing of the meeting and the release of the
commanders.

While Baykal has frequently criticized the government, his references to Başbuğ’s role in
the meeting at Çankaya mark one of his first critiques of the military.

On Feb. 25, Gül hosted Erdoğan and Başbuğ in a move to ease the tension between the
military and government that erupted following the detaining of nearly 50 active-duty and
retired military officers on charges of plotting to overthrow the AKP in 2003.

Three top commanders were released a few hours after the summit was held at the
Çankaya Presidential Palace.

Nearly one week after the summit, the military verified that an alleged coup plot had been
signed by Çiçek after examinations by experts in a military laboratory proved the
signature’s authenticity.

The military’s announcement on the signature’s authenticity was controversial given the
continuing investigations into the situation surrounding the document, Baykal said Friday.
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“If the military comes up with such an approval, then it has to base it on strong evidence
as the issue has not been proved yet before courts,” Baykal told CNNTürk.

“Why is such a matter publicly announced without waiting for the investigation process?
Was this issue also voiced at Çankaya [Palace]? If it was voiced, why?” Baykal asked. “Is
Çankaya the place where such things are discussed? The approval by an institution,
which creates an image that Çiçek is involved in the coup process, is a controversial
issue that should be questioned.”

The CHP chief said he had received no response from Başbuğ, Gül or Erdoğan on these
questions.

Survey respondents share Baykal’s beliefs

A recent public survey has meanwhile shown that a majority of respondents believed the
summit at the Çankaya Presidential Palace had an impact on the release of the
commanders.

The poll was conducted by Ankara-based MetroPOLL Strategic and Social Research
Center, which is affiliated with the AKP. On Feb. 26 and 27, a total of 1,346 people were
interviewed in 31 provinces. Some 64.7 percent said the summit played a crucial role in
the release of military commanders while 22.9 percent said it had no effect.

Of the respondents, 58.5 percent said they found the arrest of active-duty and retired
military officers correct, because everyone should be judged according to the law.
Another 38 percent said the arrests aimed to weaken the military.
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When asked how the arrest of the officers had affected their perception of the military,
50.1 percent said the recent incidents had not changed their opinion, 32.5 percent said
the incidents had weakened their confidence and 15.1 percent said their trust in the
military had increased.

At the same time, 48.4 percent of respondents said the release of the commanders was a
political decision while 38.4 percent said it was a legal decision.
Turkish opposition criticizes ruling AKP
Hürriyet Daily News March 2010

Republican People's Party leader Deniz Baykal calls on the government to keep its
distance from religion, the judiciary and the military

Baykal, meanwhile, called his CHP a guarantor against any possible military intervention
in politics.

“During previous military coups, CHP-affiliated people suffered a lot. But we never bore
suspicion about our belief in both the Turkish Armed Forces and democracy,” Baykal said.

“A democratic system works in Turkey. The biggest assurance against any possible
military intervention in politics is the CHP, as the political cadre that has seen many
coups. Nobody should be engaged in any effort to take revenge,” Baykal said, referring to
recent claims that the AKP is trying to influence the judiciary and dominate the military.
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“The political parties should remain distant from religion, [the military] and the judiciary,”
Baykal added, calling on the AKP to bring those who have initiated de facto coups before
the judiciary, not those who simply had such plans in their minds.
PM Erdoğan's Armenian hostages
Hürriyet March 2010
Angered at the Armenian “genocide” resolutions passed by a U.S. House of
Representatives committee and the Swedish parliament, Turkey’s prime minister says he
is prepared to deport 100,000 Armenians living illegally in Turkey if necessary.

Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan made the following remark in an interview
with the BBC’s Turkish Service during a visit to London a few days ago:

“Look, there are 170,000 Armenians in my country; 70,000 are my citizens. But we are
not making a fuss over the remaining 100,000. So what will I do tomorrow? If necessary, I
am going to tell these 100,000, ‘come on, back to your country.’ I will do this. Why?
Because they are not my citizens. There is nothing that forces me to keep them in my
country.”
Main opposition party to call for parliamentary session on Armenia
Hürriyet March 2010
The main opposition Republican People’s Party, or CHP, is planning to request a
parliamentary session to review the normalization process with Armenia.

Party leader Deniz Baykal had earlier urged the government to withdraw the protocols
signed in October following the approval of “genocide” recognition bills in the Swedish
parliament and the U.S. House of Representatives’ Foreign Affairs Committee.
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Addressing his party members Wednesday, Baykal criticized recent comments by Prime
Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, who told the BBC in an interview that some 100,000
Armenians had been illegally working in Turkey. Turkish-Armenian weekly Agos, however,
estimates the number at 14,000, citing Labor Ministry statistics. Erodğan’s remarks were
interpreted as a threat to expel the workers in reaction to campaigning by members of the
Armenian diaspora for bills such as those passed in Sweden and the United States.

“It is an unfortunate and serious statement,” Baykal said, adding that he found the remark
“unacceptable.”

“It is against human rights to misuse those people working in Turkey in seeking a solution
to a disagreement,” the CHP leader said.

Baykal warns Gül not to become part of AKP’s game for package
Hürriyet March 2010
As the government plans to send the constitutional amendments package to the
opposition parties next week, Turkey’s main opposition leader Deniz Baykal called on
President Abdullah Gül not to endorse the articles in the package which will garner the
required 367 votes in Parliament. Gül should not back the government’s ploy that is
introducing different amendments as a whole package, it says.

The CHP said there are some articles that will be backed by the opposition and that there
is no need for them to be taken to a referendum, as in the case of the article paving the
way for the trial of the 1980 coup leaders, something that the CHP has repeatedly
demanded.
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“The president should not serve the purpose of a plot [initiated by the AKP] which will
introduce the amendments as a package. I deem such a move a kind of trick and ploy for
both the public and Parliament,” Baykal said, referring to his party’s perception that the
government is mixing in articles that will be approved by the CHP along with ones that
will not and that it would be improper to take to referendum items that the parties have
agreed on already.

Baykal said the package’s major target was to restructure the Supreme Board of
Prosecutors and Judges, or HSYK, and make changes to the procedures for party
closures.

“The arrangement concerning the board implies a kind of ‘civilian coup’ and an executive
power’s intervention into judicial independence. The move will pave the way for political
power to dominate the judiciary,” Baykal said.
Gül’s independence at test
Yusuf Kanlı

Hürriyet Daily News March 2010

Main opposition Republican People’s Party, or CHP, leader Deniz Baykal made an
interesting and quite appropriate request from President Abdullah Gül. The CHP leader
has said that while assessing the constitutional amendment package prepared by the
ruling Justcie and Development Party, or AKP, he expected the president to sign into law
those articles of the package which might receive over 367 votes – 2/3 or more
parliamentary support – and dispatch only those articles that would receive in between
330 and 367 votes – in between 3/5 and 2/3 parliamentary support – to a referendum.
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Naturally the president perhaps would not commit himself and compromise from his
presidential powers from now as neither the package is given its final shape at
parliamentary commissions nor it is yet voted on, but what the CHP leader has said might
be the sole way to prevent the AKP governance from staging a very dangerous
constitutional reform, sugar-coated with some nice offers such as abolishing Provisional
Article 15 of the constitution and lifting the blanket-immunity for the 1980 coup leaders,
government and collaborators while advancing the move aimed at overtaking the high
courts of the country.

As it stands, the package is apparently centered on increasing the members of the
Judges and Prosecutors High Board, or HSYK, from the current seven to 21. As it is now,
the justice minister and his undersecretary will be “natural members” of the board and in
absence of either of the two the board will not be able to meet. Because of the
widespread criticism, the AKP has apparently dropped its demand for the election of at
least a portion of the 19 members by Parliament, or appointment by the government, but
the president will be given the right to appoint four members of the board. The remaining
15 members will be elected from the members of the Court of Appeals, Council of State
and judges and prosecutors of lower courts. While the Court of Appeals and the Council
of State will themselves elect the members they will send to the board, the judges and
prosecutors of lower courts will themselves become candidates and those winning the
highest support from their colleagues in elections in provincial centers will become board
members.

The package also provides the right to appeal against the decisions of the HSYK as well
as the expulsion decisions of the Supreme Military Council while, on grounds that it would
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make parliamentary democracy “unworkable,” the much demanded limitation of the
judicial immunity of parliamentarians is reportedly left out of the package.

The much expected right to go on strike for public employees is excluded from the
package. According to AKP sources, such an arrangement will be made in the “future” in
a general reform on public personnel.

The sugar coating of the package was of course the offer to lift Provisional Article 15 that
provided the Sept. 12, 1980 coup blanket judicial immunity. Of course lifting the immunity
of people who have staged a coup will be a great development that will have an immense
psychological effect in the country, but that’s all. The statute of limitations, which is 20
years, has long expired and lifting that provisional article will indeed have no other
purpose than its psychological effect.

Naturally, the HSYK’s deputy chairman immediately reacted to the reports saying that
AKP’s constitutional amendment package was obviously aimed at increasing the grip of
the government on the board.

The CHP, as well as the Nationalist Movement Party, or MHP, and the pro-Kurdish
Peace and Democracy Party, or BDP, will probably vote for the removal of Provisional
Article 15, and the article of the package on that issue will most probably receive the
support of the entire Parliament, while the rest of the package will not have the support of
the opposition parties.

But, if that article is not separated from the rest of the package by the president, the
nation will be faced with an awkward situation: Should they vote “yes” on the entire
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package for the sake of deleting Provisional Article 15 and the approval of perhaps some
other articles which may receive over 367 votes in Parliament but, as in a referendum the
nation will be asked to say “yes” or “no” on the entire package, at the same time help
AKP consolidate its grip on the high courts?

The call of Baykal, therefore, is very important. Will Gül undertake such a move and
demonstrate that he is not just the president of the AKP? Can Gül indeed act
independently from the AKP? I strongly doubt it…
Opposition criticizes gov't on self-made Constitution reform
Hürriyet March 2010
Both main opposition leaders, Deniz Baykal and Devlet Bahçeli, criticize the government
on its constitutional reforms and urge Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan to seek a
draft produced by a parliamentary consensus

Constitutional amendments should be written by parliamentarians, not the administration,
the leaders of Turkey’s two main opposition parties said Tuesday as they urged the prime
minister to take a step back.

Deniz Baykal, leader of the main opposition Republican People’s Party, or CHP, said the
administration was abusing its parliamentary majority by trying to tailor the state’s
structure in line with its own political views.

“The ruling party has factored in losing its majority in the next parliamentary elections and
is trying to reshape the state according to its own political interest,” Baykal said in his
party’s parliamentary group meeting Tuesday.
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Calling the draft “made by the AKP,” Baykal said the constitutional amendment would
affect 70 million people. “How can you consider the constitutional amendment an internal
work of your [the AKP’s] party?”
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